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Get The Sc

jield reporting the way it's supposed to work.r -
I
j Introducing the all new Scoop Reporter II

portable CODEC from AETA Audio. This
rugged unit combines POTS and ISDN facilities with
an integrated three -channel mixer and internal battery supply.
Featuring 99 user programmable presets, the Scoop Reporter II wil

Inivii handle two microphones and one line level input. A
balanced XLR output can be used for studio producer
IFB and Mix -Minus feeds from studio, or to feed the
local PA. The Scoop Reporter II will operate on voltages
from 85 to 240 volts at 47 to 440Hz. When AC is not

available or fails, the unit will run on standard "D" cell alkaline
batteries. The intuitive interface is so easy to use, your talent will
be able to run a remote broadcast with no techni-
cal assistance. And with our 24 -hour technical
support, you'll never miss another field report.
The Scoop Reporter is the all -in -one box that will
et the scoop anywhere, anytime.

Available through most broadcast
equipment suppliers

5 scoop
8

P'

1?

All -in -one -box with "D"
cell backup

Supports G.711, G.722,
ISO/MPEG Layer II,
ADPCM and J.52

ISDN or POTS

Three -channel mixer

PC programmable

Send and receive 20kHz
audio at 128kbs with
ISDN

Send and receive 7.5kHz
audio with POTS

AETA AETA AUDIO CORPORATION
75 Fleetwood Dr. Suite 200  Rockaway, New Jersey 07866

r-111[111Ullik`1/4.11. Phone: (973) 659-0555  Fax: (973) 659-9555
Linking Innovation With Clarity wwwaetausa.com
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ENCO f Orban 4- Harris= DADpRo32
The Only Complete Digital Audio Delivery Solution

ENCO and Orban have combined the best features and technology of their digital audio products, and

Harris now exclusively represents the new and improved DADRo32 Digital Audio Delivery System.

DADPRo32 offers all of the features and functionality derranded by today's progressive broadcast

facilities. Utilizing standard off the shelf non-proprietary hardware, network architecture, and operating

systems, DAD is the logical choice for both Automated and Live Assist On -Air operations, Production,

News, and Inventory Management. DAD supports Orban Sound Cube Technology, transparent links to

the Orban Audicy Multitrack Editing System, sharing of data with other software applications for Wire

Capture & Editing, Scheduling & Billing, and the Internet, as well as interface to other professional

broadcast control and switching equipment And DAD comes with free software upgrades for the first

year, permitting immediate access to all of the latest features supported by rapidly emerging technology

and evolving broadcast industry requirements.

Integrated LAN and WAN capabilities make DADPito32 the logical choice for groupwide, nationwide, or

worldwide sharing of Audio, remote VoiceTracking, News, Schedules, and other data.

Call Harris today to discuss how the DADmo32 Digital Audio Delivery System will permit you to realize the

operational efficiencies and cost savings available with the latest technology.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

ARRIS
Communications
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Since 1991, BE has introduced

more new AM and FM transmitters,

with more advanced ideas and

useful technology, than any other

company in the world. At the same

time we were bringing prices

down. No other company can

touch Broadcast Electronics

for value.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS

IS THE ONLY MAJOR

MANUFACTURER DEVOTED

EXCLUSIVELY TO

ENGINEERING BETTER RADIO.

CALL 888-232-3268 NOW.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
01' (8881232-3268
111111 1193 Irialcist Ritmo lit Ile I1 miles is i rtiisterel triltiirk it Brialcist Electrum les

RATH'S:
Digital or analog exciters that

deliver CD -quality sound for

under $5400. Broadcast

Electronics exciter

technology is unsurpassed.

I Transmitters with redundant

PAs and power supplies that

plug in from the front panel.

I AM transmitters with

switching power supplies;

they sound great at .1% or

1000/0 output power.

Transmitters with no plate

blocking capacitors or sliding

contacts to fail.

Transmitters you can buy for

under $6000.

I All with 24 -hour support.

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio
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Viewpoint

Buyer beware

Before making a major purchase -a car, a house
hold appliance, etc. - you undoubtedly do some
research. You first decide the features that you

need and the price you are willing to pay. More than
likely, you will also consider the lifespan of the product.
For cars and refrigerators, determining the last item is not
very difficult. Once the usual factors like wear and tear
and daily use are considered, there is not much else to
worry about. Cold will always be cold. Roads will
continue to take you where you want to go.

For radio stations, capital items are also subject to similar
considerations. In some questions,
the question of lifespan is not as easy
to answer. One such case is buying a
new transmitter.

This is not say that we are preparing
for the end of the AM and FM bands
altogether. Despite other Y2K con-
cerns, radio propagation will not
cease on January 1, 2000. On the
contrary, there is a great deal of work
being done right now to give new
life to the radio broadcast bands.
Three separate IBOC DAB propo-

nents are working to bring the broadcast bands into the
digital environment. I receive announcements almost
daily from two of the proponents regarding agreements
and alliances that are being struck in pursuit of their goal.

The development of DAB is not really news to you if
you have been reading BE Radio. We cover DAB on a
regular basis. IBOC has also been a prominent topic at
national and regional shows for a few years now.

Back to buying a transmitter.
A question that I commonly hear regards the suitability

of a transmitter for IBOC use. Will your 25 -year -old, tube -

based transmitter pass an IBOC signal? Probably not. Will
your new solid-state transmitter pass an IBOC signal?
Perhaps. The golden question is what transmitter you
should buy to be ready for IBOC.

This question is certainly valid. Getting the most use out
of a purchase is a good practice, regardless of the
industry. The problem is that no one can answer the last
question with any certainty. While the three IBOC
systems being developed are similar on the surface, the
internal structure of each is proprietary. Tests are under-
way with several transmitter manufacturers to see what
will be required to reliably pass a signal.

The transmitter manufacturers involved in these tests

14\
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are established and well-known. To my knowledge, the
transmitters being tested are not all strictly off -the -shelf
devices. Even if they are, we do not yet have a standard,
so any work done today may be irrelevant tomorrow.

The basic consideration for any digital -capable transmit-
ter is its linearity. This is why older tube models probably
will not work very well. Even if one can be modified to
improve its linearity, the cost will likely be prohibitive.

The short answer to the golden question is to buy a
transmitter to suit today's needs. Be cautious of any
statements certifying a transmitter's suitability for IBOC.
It is understandable that you would want to purchase a
transmitter that will be able to last for the next 20 years
in an analog or IBOC application. Just move cautiously.
Some of the suitability claims are stronger than others.
Keep in mind that only the FCC can certify a transmitter
for broadcast use. Since there is not yet an established
IBOC standard, no one really knows what will or will not
be suitable for use.

Chriss Scherer, editor

How are you preparing for an IBOC future? Let us know by phone,
fax or e-mail.

E-mail:
beradio@intertec.com

FAX:
913/967-1905



Broadcasting on ISDN doesn't have
to be complicated or expensive.

The Nexus has everything you need
for full -fidelity, low delay, mono audio
on ISDN. And it is extremely easy :o
us.. With a list price of only $2,330,
there's no need to wait any longer :o
sound great.

C3rnrex Corporation, 65 Non set Path, Acton, MA 01720
:ax: 1973) 335-0401 Fax -on -demand: (97E) 264-9973

mail: irfo©:;omrex.com
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Engineering

Moving the radio station
By John W. Caracciolo

planning a radio station move is a huge undertaking.
This task separates the men from the boys, the
leaders from the followers and the sane from the

insane. This is the one project in your career that will
make or break you. Be prepared for this task both
mentally and physically. Clear your slate and take all
other projects off the drawing board.

A facility move will occupy your life (and will likely
annoy your spouse) for several months. Today's broad-
cast engineer must have a solid game plan before
undertaking this major project. A facility move should be

The first step in moving the station is not designing the rack room. but
interviewing the station staff.

broken down into three phases: planning and scope,
construction, and move in and cut over.

Planning and scope
The initial step in this phase entails determining the

needs of the staff and facility, determining a budget, and
roughly mapping out and planning the new complex.
There are several phases in the planning stage. One rule
that should always be followed is measuring twice and
cutting once, or taking the time to do it right. As the
project progresses, even minor changes are expensive.
Therefore, keeping changes to a minimum is critical to
maintaining a budget. The first part of the planning stage
is determining the rough layout and translating it into
total cost so you can determine your budget.

After a suitable facility location has been chosen, try to
set up a construction field office and begin your search

for a qualified broadcast architect and project planner.
This service is invaluable and must not be overlooked.
Not only will the architect help you plan for what you
need, but also he will help you maintain your projected
budget and goals.

Be sure to conduct an initial walk-through of the new
location. Check the general condition and note any
required corrections. Pay attention to electrical service,
the roof, fire protection and security. Address these items
right away so you can begin the planning phase with a
clean slate.

Once a firm is chosen, you can get to work - but not
by pulling cables and building walls. The next step is to
talk with every staff member and manager to assess their
needs and wishes for the new facility.

I had the chance to apply this approach in 1994, when
relocating two of our stations to a new complex. We were
quickly growing out of our existing facilities and planned
to purchase the building we would move into. We
selected a 38,000 square -foot, three-story building con-
structed in 1993, which was never completed and was in
foreclosure. The building had only one tenant on the first
floor. The plan was for the corporate offices, the radio
stations and our new syndication company to occupy the
entire third floor.

A major part of the planning phase began in our second
meeting. The architecture firm visited the old facility and
began a preliminary spatial program that initialized the
planning portion of the project. They did a complete
analysis of the existing facilities with all of its assets and
deficiencies. They also spoke with the staff and took
notes on their preferences.
At the third meeting, the notes and facts from the

existing facility were merged with the needs and wish lists
of the staff and management to produce the first of many
preliminary blueprints for the job. After many more
meetings and telephone sessions over the next few

y 2
/W Nivvt8 Newsroom System

Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast
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Voice Over America
With today's ISDN linkups, you can easily produce voice-overs from anywhere in the world -

even from the comfort of your own home studio. Think about it...the spot you cut this afternoon
could be uplinked by satellite this evening for global broadcast. Now that you know who's listening,

shouldn't you insist on a microphone that will let you sound as good as you are?

The Neumann TLM 103. The new world standard vocal mic, at a price within any budget.

NeumannIUSA
The Choice of Those Who Can Hear The Difference

Tel 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148  World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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Contract Engineering
weeks, we finally developed a final
set of architectural drawings and plans.
These plans contained enough detail
to properly gather construction bids
from contractors.

Considering the staffs needs and
wants during the plan-
ning stage resulted in the
studios and sales areas
being laid out in an open,
free -flowing design that
has a skewed wall theme
reinforced by the floor-
ing patterns and carpet
borders. The studios and
technical areas lie in a
strategic area that is ac-
cessible by the business
and creative sides of the
staff. In addition, a major
factor in the development
of our new facility was
keeping an eye toward
the future. We planned
for several extra studios and a ley,
spare offices and developed a wiring
plan with extra multipair cables run
to each studio block.

WALTERS-STORYK
DESIGN GROUP

ARCHITECTURE / ACOUS I I(

13u .I--r Wink!. ru_rzs.
J oz) rzyk.
SAM Bur: l< 4:::0%.7k/

Construction
A complete set of developed plans

and prints is your main tool when
requesting bids from contractors and
tradesmen. Keep specific rules in
mind when requesting and review -

Contractors can perform specific duties more efficiently and can also
help with local ordinance compliance.

ing construction bids. The following
are common guidelines you will
want to follow when you select
your contractor:

AES'99 Booth 379
 Audio RECORdiNq

 BROAdCAST

 M(1E0 PROdUCTiON

 DISTANCE IIARNINq

 Multi MEdiA CONFERENCiNg

 AV SYSTEMS DEsiqN,

INruquArioN ANd INsTAllArioN

Sony -Oxford Demo Room
Teaneck, NJ

wxx/7/_v/sc I c _ c --:OM 262 Martin Avenue, Highland. NY 12528

914-691-9300 fax 914-691-9361 e -mall info© wsdg.com
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 Do not make a selection based
entirely on cost.

 Be careful when trying to negoti-
ate a profit for the contractor
based on a timeframe or a budget
surplus. You do not want a slop-

py or carefree attitude.
 Have a set of checks
and balances that you
go over every week
with the contractor so
the plan stays on track
and the blueprint is fol-
lowed exactly.
 When reviewing con-
tractor bids, eliminate the
lowest bid. If all the bids
seem high, you made a
mistake somewhere in
the planning stage.
Whatever contractor

you select, make sure the
company is familiar with
the local building codes

and regulations. Before beginning con-
struction, you must carefully check
the codes that may be applicable to
your proposed facility, such as ADA
compliance, fire -code regulations, and
any town or city zoning requirements.
For example, you'll need to know if
your construction work will require a
building permit or certificate of occu-
pancy from the local town hall. This is
where the services of a good contrac-
tor prove invaluable.

Working with a contractor would
have benefited us recently, during a
minor studio relocation involving a
new STL installation. We were replac-
ing a 30 -foot section of tower with a
heavier section. Midway through the
job, the town issued a cease -and -
desist order, requiring us to apply for
a building permit to complete the
change. This overlooked detail caused
a three-week delay and more than
$5,000 in unexpected expenses.
Know the codes, or have someone
working for you who does.

HVAC planning and projection is a
critical area that requires professional
consultation. Do not be tempted to
cut costs in this area. Studios and
technical operation areas run 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. These
rooms require cooling year-round.
Bring in a pro.
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Meet the
"Morning Show Team?

Instant music, instant sound

Instant Replay.....
L: 1±.1] Ll LI IL.
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Instant Replay'2.0
HARD DISK DIGITAL AUDIO

Fast and easy editing for news
and listener call -ins.

The New Short/cut '99 has arrived!
Short/cut '99 delivers these exciting new
features:

 Variable length cross -fades
 Programmable Fade In and Fade Out
 Gain adjustment of selected audio with ramping
 .WAV, .BWF and .AIFF file import and export
 External sample rate synchronization
 D-NET'm Echo

Get superior audio quality, true cut -and -paste
waveform editing, massive hard disk storage and
support for external removable media drives*
all in one compact, easy -to -use package.

BROADCAST

4;

effects, instant fun.

 Holds up to 1,000 "carts" of any length,
from milliseconds to hours.

 10 banks of 50 programmable Hot Keys.
It's like having 50 cart machines pre -loaded
and ready to fire.

 Up to 24 hours of total on-line audio storage.
 "Find" button locates any cut instantly.

There is nothing faster, easier, or cooler! You
can finally let go of your analog cart machines
and associated maintenance headaches. Or, if
you're running automation, now you have the
perfect compliment for those times when you
need to play something, and you need it now.

shortM
-
99

AUDIO EDITOR

Attention call letter stations.** You're only a
phone call away from a free 10 -day Test Drive.

So try it out. We'll understand if
you don't give it back.

(818) 991-0360 PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

VISIT US AT AES BOOTH #1066
For more intormation call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360systems.corn / Website: www 360systems.corn

Optional Zip'. drives available from 360 Systems
"Otter good in U.S and Canada only
0 1999-360 Systems Circle (114) on Free Info Card



RADIO
FURNITURE ' -

geared tott'ards
the nevi ,:.,Yenerre run
of rcidio
ell! ironments

SETTING NEW STANDARDS OF EXCELLENCE,

FILL

ENGINEERING & DESIGN

1  8 0 0  7 3 5  2 0 7 0
Or Contact Your Local Forecast Distributor www.formast-consoles.com
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Telephone Line
"Eliminator"

iNovom cs
CONVECT

moor_  p

7 DIAL -UP DEVICES CAN SHARE ONE CENTRAL -OFFICE LINE
Inovonics' PBX is a cost -saving alter-
native to the multiple telephone lines
otherwise needed for modems,
alarms and other dial -up apparatus
installed at remote equipment sites.
The PBX allows as many as seven
devices to share a single central -office
line, for outgoing calls and with selec-
tive incoming access as well.

The PBX finds immediate ap-
plication with the expanding use of
unattended remote equipment:
 Broadcast Transmitters/Translators
 Cellular/2-Way Radio Facilities
 Microwave Relays
 Geophysical Monitors
 Pumping Stations
 Security Systems

PBX
S420

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave.. Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: (408) 458-0552 FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
Circle 116 on Free Info Card

Contract
Engineering

Move in and cut over
A 11(11 Ole (la) t() transfer the

operation of the station to the new
facility, have plenty of help onboard.
Once the technical side of the move
is done, the real fun involves moving
the staff. This process will test your
patience. Nobody likes change;
change disrupts an even flow. If
possible, hire a professional moving
company to move the offices and all
the employees' personal belongings.
In our case, we required our staff to
be on site early on moving day. They
were instructed to be ready to direct
the moving company and set up the
offices. The department heads were
divided up into teams, each taking
charge of their department and a
general area of the facility. For this
portion of the move, there are several
points to remember:

 Contact the phone company to
forward calls.

 Contact the post office to for-
ward mail.

 Leave traveling instructions to your
new facility at your old facility.

 File FCC Form 313 if an STL move
is required.

 Notify the FCC of your new main
studio location immediately.

Once the project is complete, take
a breath and a vacation. This is a
highly stressful project that requires a
positive attitude and patience. As the
person in charge of this move, you
are the manager of a team. Each
member of that team has a different
responsibility, but each strives for the
same result: the timely, cost-efficient
construction of your new facility. Be
strong and be a good, solid commu-
nicator. Keep to your plan, keep a
cool head and you will have a beau-
tiful, functional facility to be proud of
in the years to come.

John W. Caracciolo is vice president and
general manager for Jarad Broadcasting,
Garden City, NY.
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The Digital Airchain
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Imagine a Logitek Digital Console
In Your New Studio

4

ifye have more midels with more
Featur s at the right price.
SiAlt rom 5 to 42 faders.

oth Analcatigital jns and outs.
ust im'agine that.

And beca all Logitek Consoles
work with gital Audio En
you don't o choose just ale.

Numix 18

II bout it.

,

Log tek digital with a better difference!
5622 Edgemoor Houston, TX, 77081
e-mail in'o@log tekaudic.com Phone: 800.231.5870

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more info-mation
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LAN test equipment is just as important as audio test
equipment. Keep a record of all your readings.

Technology

Keep the LAN/WAN running
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

In a perfect world, your local area network would run
flawlessly. Unfortunately, even a well -designed and
constructed system is subject to failures, slowdowns

and total shutdowns. Problems with LANs in broadcast
environments can be compounded by several factors,
including the use of low-cost servers, servers located in
hot or dusty environments, inadequate power system
backup, poorly installed cabling, improper network
segmentation, and inadequate network documentation.

Server issues
Most network operating systems run well with a minimal

Pentium- or Pentium 2 -class PC server. These PCs can be
purchased for well under $1,000 and are primarily designed
to function as desktop workstations; however, it is unlikely

that these sys-
tems are de-
signed to main-
tain a high level
of fault toler-
ance in your
network. Net-
work server -
class PCs have
features such as
oversized and.
in some cases,
dual power sup-
plies, increased

cooling, cabinet filters, hot-swappable hard drives and RAID
(redundant array of independent disks) drive controllers.
They are typically constructed to make board replacement
quick and easy. The price of these server -specific systems
can exceed $10,000 but, in most cases, the investment will
pay for itself several times over in total cost of operation.

The physical environment of the server is the key to
maintaining a reasonable mean time between failures
(MTBF). Studies have shown that servers located in a
room with extreme temperature changes, high humidity
and dust will decrease the MTBF as much as 70 percent.
Many larger radio facilities now locate servers in a
technical area, where there is typically a favorable,
controlled environment that has typically been created to
house the station's terminal equipment.

If you are using a workstation -type PC as your server,
here are a few maintenance tips you should consider
doing routinely, assuming you have the luxury of
performing a proper shutdown:

 Remove the cover and use a container of canned air
to blow dust and dirt from every crevice of the unit.

 Remove and replace all ribbon cable connectors,
making sure that the cables are properly seated.

 Remove and reseat every plug-in board.
 Check for proper operation of the cooling fan, and

consider adding additional cooling.
 Notice any unusual noises from hard drives. Drives

making a whining or humming sound are ready to fail. Be
prepared by making backups of the files on a suspect
drive and replacing it ASAP.

Make sure each server is powered by a suitable UPS
system. Current UPS systems can be connected to the
server with a serial cable. A simple software program
(usually provided free of charge) is loaded on the server.
When a power failure does occur, the software permits
the server to perform a proper shutdown, which greatly
reduces the chances for surprises when you restart the
system. Also, don't overlook the routine maintenance
associated with your UPS system. Every UPS uses hatter-
ies that have a relatively short lifecycle, typically 12
months to 18 months.

Larger UPS units have diagnostic routines as part of their
internal control and monitoring systems; however, small-
er units !tray have to be tested on the bench.

Cabling
Cabling is a major source of network problems - not

necessarily the type of problem that will cause your
network to stop functioning, but the kind that causes
nagging little headaches you can't seem to figure out.
Here are a few of the top problems found with cabling:

 Improper and/or poor quality cabling.
 Improper installation techniques (i.e., kinking or

nicking cable. Running cables too close to certain AC
sources could also be problematic). If you're using tie -
wraps to secure the cabling, go easy on the tension.

 Poor termination techniques (i.e., connectors or
punch blocks).

 Cable runs that are too long.
The only way to ascertain that the cabling is not causing

a problem is to use a LAN analyzer with a cable -analysis
feature. The analyzer will give you a detailed report of the
various performance characteristics that are critical to
proper operation. Owning such an analyzer is as impor-
tant as owning an audio test system; you should perform
periodic checks and keep records of every cable segment
in your plant from installation and every 3 months to 6

14 BE Radio September 1999



NPR
SATELLITE

SERVICES
WE KNOW RADIO,

WE KNOW SATELLITES!

LINK UP WITH US
R)

MEM
Telephone: 202.4142626

www.nprss.org
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Managing Technology
months thereafter. Having this infor-
mation will save you a huge amount
of grief (and time) should you run
into a problem.

Segmentation
Perhaps the leading problem with

poorly performing LANs in broadcast
facilities is due to improper LAN
segmentation. Segmentation is the
process by which you attempt to
keep data traffic isolated to specific
portions of the network. For exam-

ple, a properly segmented network
in a radio station would allow data
used for billing and traffic to prima-
rily be available to the respective
departments; data carrying the sta-
tion's program material is restricted
to studio and technical operations -
although all of the departments share
a common network backbone. Re-
member that Ethernet networks per-
mit multiple stations to transmit at
once but only one is allowed to
communicate at a time. Stations that

LOSE EVERYTHING..

-NOTHING MN'

Worried about losing Audio Quality?

Why compromise?
APT codecs provide proven audio quality without delay and lose nothing
through multiple coding.

Over both permanent and dial -up digital circuits, the BCF256 and
NXL384 represent the broadcaster's choice for Backhaul, STL, studio
networking and Outside Broadcast applications.
Talk to us about the benefits of utilising apt -X as your next audio
communications solution.

AUDIO PROCESSING
TECHNOLOGY

http://www.aptx.com

Believe your own ears!
Don't delay! Contact APT at:

HEADQUARTERS: TEL +44 (0) 1232 371110
N. AMERICA: TEL +1 323 463 2963
JAPAN: TEL +81 3 3520 1020

transmit at the same time must wait
and try again later.

This collision -based data transport
method works well with a few stations
connected to the network; however,
when a great deal of traffic is intro-
duced (such as that from an audio
server), the transport of data slows
significantly. In practice, segmenta-
tion is handled by the use of routers.

A handheld LAN analyzer or special-
ized software packages that perform
an array of analyses are excellent tools

Server location Is important in extending
the MTBF.

for determining how efficiently traffic
is flowing across your LAN or WAN.
Routinely measuring all the segments
across your LAN or WAN for collisions
and errors will give you fair warning
to impending performance problems.

Proper documentation
This is a subject that can never be

stressed enough. Always keep cur-
rent, acccurate documentation on the
LAN cabling, servers and worksta-
tions. Several software programs will
help you gather and store informa-
tion about your network. They are
certainly worthwhile if you have a
reasonably large network.

If you implement a good regimen in
the proper care and feeding of your
network, you may realize you have
more time to do the really important
stuff, like reloading the operating
system on the GM's laptop for the
fifth time.

Kevin McNamara is president of Applied
Wireless Inc., New Market, MD.
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If time is money, what

could you get for an extra
radio commercial every

ten minutes?

If you're in the radio business to
make money (and who isn't)

you need

Through an exclusive time -
shifting process, Cash creates
additional broadcast time to

sell. It does it in real time. right
on the air. It does it without

reducing program content. It
does it without affecting pitch

or creating a "chipmunk effect,"
It does it in stereo or mono. It

does it in variable amounts,
adding from zero to five

minutes, within two minutes to
two hours.

Cash, from Prime Image - you
don't need one unless you want

to make some.

Pr memage
The Digital Video People

662 Giguere Court #C, San Jose, CA 95133  Tel (408)867-6519 Fax (408) 926-7294 Service (4018)926-5 I 77
Primeimagein@earthlink.net  www.primeimageinc.cam
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Engineering

From studio to transmitter
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Many early radio stations housed the studios and
transmitter in the same building, and getting
audio to the modulator required just a single

cable. Others had separate transmitters and studios and
used a telephone company -provided dedicated line
between them. Today, co -located studio/transmitter
facilities are not the norm.

There are many possible methods for delivering audio to
the transmitter site, and the solutions can be clear or quite
complicated. Costs vary from several hundred dollars to
several thousand. The old argument of owning versus
renting a service continues, but rental agency choices are
much greater - and are becoming more expensive all the
time. Where a choice of radio or wired connection is
available, it must involve the question of immediate capital
expenditure on a wireless system, accompanied by contin-
ual maintenance and operating expense in components,
maintenance, power and depreciation.

The STL frequency band (950MHz) is becoming clut-
tered in many larger cities. Volunteer SBE frequency
coordinators do a good job of organizing the STL and RPU
spectrum. The commission requires any new application
to produce proof of frequency coordination. Station
engineers can make their jobs much easier by keeping the
coordinator informed when applications are deleted or
changed. Finding a free STL channel is irritating and time-
consuming when the frequency -coordination list con-
tains defunct or never -operated assignments.

Other options
Spread spectrum offers a license -free operation without

prior application or FCC notification. The two major
systems currently offered appear to provide adequate
service up to 20 miles (more in some cases). Because of the
nature of spread spectrum and the highly directional
antenna systems, interference should not be a problem.

Electronic (Wireless onnections
Part 74 Studio Transmitter Links

Physical (Wire ) Connections
Twisted Pair

Spread Spectrum Equalized Mono or Stereo Line
Part 101 Microwave T1

Infrared Links ISDN

Satellites Fiber Optics

Carrier Current

Table 1. STL communications can be broken down into two basic types.

On the other hand, a wired system provided by an
outside carrier involves monthly rent with the possibility
of frequent increases, the potential for indifference to the
station's needs and sometimes difficulty getting immedi-
ate service. The possibility of damage to equipment still
exists; thus, outages beyond the control of the station can
occur. We can separate studio/transmitter delivery meth-
ods into two major groups, as shown in Table 1.

Tried and true
The familiar studio transmitter link is a well-known and

trusted tool. Its successful operation depends on a clear
shot between studio and transmitter or, if that is not
possible, a bounce shot around an obstruction by means
of a static reflector or a second hop. Although there is
apparently a clear shot between sites, it is advisable to run
a profile between them. Also consider future constructions
and growth that might interfere with the studio/transmitter
shot. It is not uncommon for a station to lose its audio
without warning when a new building is erected.

Microwave allocation and use are in-
creasing and, not too long ago, the
commission opened Part 101 of the
Rules, which covers microwave use in
the higher frequency bands. If available,
microwave operation offers wide band-
width and the ability to carry as many
audio and control signals as desired. The
new, small upper -band microwave sys-
tems appear to be an attractive option.

Infrared systems suffer from the same line of sight
requirement as radio STLs as well as excessive path loss
due to weather conditions over distance. For a short
connection, this method may be suitable.

Satellites have also taken over the long-distance delivery
of audio to the transmitter. In many cases, satellites not only
feed programming to the transmitter, but also carry the
remote control and monitoring signals. This is especially
true in the multistation company where one central source
programs and controls a number of stations.

1'a l':/:;2
The LA /WAN/WEB Newsroom System
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast
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Rich, vibrant sound
Symetrix 628 voice processor

If sound were color, wouldn't it be great if

it were rich and vibrant like the colors of a

tropical bird straight from paradise. With

the Symetrix 628 Voice Processor, vocalists

and voice talent can achieve such brilliant,

resonant sound.

Over a decade ago, Symetrix introduced

the voice processor that became a standard

to the audio industry. Now with the 628

Digital Voice Processor, Symetrix goes

further. By combining proven digital signal

processing and an easy to use analog -like

interface with factory and user program-

mable presets, Symetrix has created one of

the most versatile yet reliable pieces of

processing equipment on the market today.

Voices are as different as the colors of the

feather. So each voice needs a unique

palette of functions to make it sound its

best. With its powerful processing,

programmable presets and digital output,

the Symetrix 628 is the complete palette.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

/IRRIS
Communications
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RF
KINTRONICin_ LABS INC.

FOR AM EXPANDED BAND or
IBOC / DAB SYSTEMS

FOR THE 21st CENTURY

Prefabricated, Climate -Controlled, Fully -Equipped ATU Bnildin
PreTuned and Ready to Install. -11W,I, Detroit, MI

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
PO. Box 845, Bristol, Tennessee 37621-0845
Phone: (423) 878-3141  Fax: (423) 878-4224
Email: ktlekintronic.com
Web Site: www.kintronic.com
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You Handle the Caller,
We'll Handle the Audio!

INLINE

Tele hone AudIO
Interfac----JK Audio, Inc.

ofl.hook

PATCH Telephone Audio Interface
Simply connect Inline Patch between your telephone
and the wall jack. This new power tool will give you
separate control over your voice and the caller's
voice. Not just another hybrid, Inline Patch works
with (or without) your telephone for simple desktop
reporting.

List Price
$270.00

J K Audio oBr oma d_tceast Gear

800-JK Audio (815) 786-2929 www.jkaudio.com

800-552-8346 Fax: (815) 786-8502

Engineering
As a means of feeding and controlling local studio/

transmitter loops, satellites have yet to demonstrate
economy and feasibility on a large scale. It does not seem
likely that satellites will loom large in most local linking
unless and until accessibility and cost of access decrease
to an affordable level for small stations.

Getting wired
In the world of wired connections, twisted pairs have

mostly gone the way of the crystal detector, except for the
rare instances where a run of a few feet is involved. Be
sure to use shielded, twisted -pair wire and route it away
from any voltage sources.

Analog equalized lines from the telephone company are
still an option, but it appears that telcos dislike providing
these lines at a reasonable price. A call to your local
provider will likely prove this to be the case.

There are many suppliers of ISDN and T1 equipment.
The advent of digital technology, coupled with the
capability of compressing data, has opened many new
doors to unlimited wired audio transmission facilities.
Both services require a monthly service charge, and most
ISDN services charge for time usage. For a full-time STL,
ISDN may not be cost-effective. Also, the reduced data
rates require some type of data reduction. T1 services can
provide linear digital paths for a flat monthly fee. The
added benefit is a wide bandwidth return path for
telemetry and many other functions.

Fiber optics offers an attractive transmission system that
has no apparent interference weakness. Nevertheless, it
does suffer from the same disadvantages as telephone
lines. If the entire cable path is over station -owned or
controlled land, fiber offers an excellent solution.

Recently, the commission received a proposal to use the
electric power lines across country for the transmission of
data. Presumably, audio could also be carried using
digital methods. Most engineers have experienced prob-
lems with carrier current transmission. The usual limits
are the pole and other transformers that normally block
the onward transmission of radio signals.

Methods exist to couple radio signals past transform-
ers. In fact, around the year 1962, the licensee of a
daytime -only radio station in Maryland proposed to
operate full time by feeding his signal into the power
company lines in Ocean City. This was not a conflict
with the commission's rules, and the commission had no
say in the matter, provided that the carrier signals did not
exceed Part 15 of the Rules.

As far as I can recall, the system was not built, possibly
because of the cost of bypassing hundreds of transform-
ers. It could work, however, and there appears to be no
reason why a similar system could not be used for
studio/transmitter feeding. The power lines are already
there. This proposal bears watching in the future to see
how it develops.

Circle (120) on Free Info Card
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9 MOCell301.01411.1

Only two controls

Operate the system skillfully
in minutes

100% Digital Signal Pro-
cessing Analog to Digital
sample rate adaptive

Straight forward touch -
screen programming

Your choice of excellent
factory sound presets

Power User Controls to
create your own custom
settings

Create you own unique
sound identity

Non-volatile memory to
store your settings

1
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POMP
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MILLENNIJM® OPTIMCD®

8200

OMNI.®
FA/ HOT

Touch Scr.en Control yes no no

32 bit Floating Point Processor yes no no

AES/EBU Rate Adaptive Digital Interlace
included yes no

$1,550 e>tra
yes

Hardware & Software upgrades included
at no charge

1 year no no

Final Limitr Sample Rate 256 128 kH: 43 kHz
(virtua 192. kl-z)

# of Audb Processing Bands 5 5 4

Available ii colors yes no no

Warranty 'parts & labor) 3 years 1 year 2 yea's

Base Price $10,95( $10,400 $10,700

Price with extras $10,95C $11,900 $10,700

eaIems

a.

1-oud
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for information on free upgrades and trade-ins.

Itilkaamem 1, a remstered tradetturk Inc
ontated r, a trewered mrdenkrek 0/ (khan. Mr

(annul t. a men'ered trademark al rtA Otrportracal

Circuit Research Labs, Inc.
2522 West Geneva Drive
Tempe Arizona 85282-3192 U.S.A.
(800) 535-7648

(602) 438-0888

Fax (602) 438-8227

E-mail: crl@crlsystems.com
Internet: www.crlsystems.com
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The Nagra ARES-P is a new
RAM recorder designed for
handheld operation.

Wave

Portable, nonlinear recording
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

0 ver the past several years, the radio industry has
noticed that the missing link in computer -based
digital audio systems is the field -recording com-

ponent. Although portable digital audio devices have
been available in numerous flavors, DAT, NT (the "Scoop-

man") and mini -disc (MD), all share a disadvantage with
analog field units: Selected audio from field recordings
still has to be played into a digital audio editing/
production system at real time.

Among those digital media, MD comes the closest to
being computer -based. Its small size and low cost are
enhanced by the attribute of nonlinear storage, which
allow,, quick searching and even some rudimentary cut -

and -paste editing in the
field. However, the
unit's removable me-
dia remains propri-
etary and audio -spe-
cific. This means that

any transfer of MD re -
0 cordings to computer -based

systems for serious editing,
mixing or transport via digital tele-

communications (e.g., modem, ISDN,
Internet) requires real-time uploading
an initial step, via either analog or

S/PDIF interface.
as

PCMCIA devices
In the early I990s, several portable hard -disk audio

recording systems were developed to bridge this gap, but
they suffered from high cost and low reliability. Finally,
in the last couple of years, practical and cost-effective file -
based audio recorders have emerged. They have lever-
aged the reliability, compactness and economy -of -scale
provided by PCMCIA flash -RAM cards. These cards are
still expensive in comparison with removable magnetic
or magneto -optical media (tape or disc). Yet their ability
to download audio files in faster -than -real-time speeds,
and their lack of moving parts, allow quick and consid-
erable reuse of media, thus ameliorating its relative cost
penalty to some extent. In general, users only need a
small number of RAM cards (two to four, typically),
archiving items they wish to keep on other media.

Today, a growing range of PCMCIA-based portable
audio recorders exists. Just as with other traditional,
professional -audio field formats, you can choose from
less expensive, no -frills devices to full -featured top -of -

the -line models. Unfortunately, not all of these units are
interoperable, but this issue seems to be minor when
based on user behavior to date (in which the same device
is typically used to record and transfer audio).

Standard data compression technologies are implement-
ed, allowing today's commonly available 128MB PCMCIA
cards to hold over two track -hours of broadcast -quality
audio. Some recorders include two PCMCIA slots, allowing
seamless transition between cards for continuous, long-

form recording.

RAM recorder features
The capabilities of this class of devices, which have

become known collectively as RAM recorders, continue
to expand. Like traditional linear field -recording decks,
users can choose from units exhibiting a range of size,
weight, metering, audio I/O and connectors, powering
options and battery life.
Other options include automatic record -level control,

phantom power for condenser microphones, selectable
data compression algorithms and rates, onboard editing,
metadata (text titling and other information about the
recording), indexing and integrated telecom features. The
last item can be particularly valuable for radio reporters,
allowing flexible transmission of selected sound clips via
file -based or real-time transfer over POTS or ISDN lines.

As these devices grow in popularity, a number of
broadcast production and automation system manufac-
turers have begun to ally themselves more specifically
with the trend. It is now possible for some RAM recorders
to write or convert files onboard into formats that can be
directly imported into several PC -based broadcast sys-
tems without subsequent conversion into the broadcast
system's native format.

Naturally, this product sector is far from fully mature.
Expect more offerings and reduced prices over time, until
the format becomes dominant in the industry. The
immediate improvement will likely be the reduced size of
the recorders. Current units exhibit an over -the -shoulder
design, while upcoming models will be handheld. Flash -

RAM PCMCIA media will also continue to decrease in
price/MB and increase in maximum capacity per card.

The RAM recorder's day has arrived. It's time for serious
radio reporters and recordists to consider this product
sector for their newest tools.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Technical
Support.

At Prophet, we don't believe that a pager in someone's back
pocket is your idea of support -it certainly isn't ours! So we
expanded to 24x7, a 24 -hour manned customer support center.
What does 24x7 mean for you? It means a live voice -first ime,
every time -when you need us most It shows you our
commitment to quality in the service and products we offer.
Twenty-four seven, just one more way that Prophet is dedicated
to continually improving everything we do.

24 -hour MANNED
tech support.
It's what sets
Prophet Systems
apart.

our users speak

WMCA 570

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations

Original Message
From: Stuart Engelke engineering@nycradio.com
To: WIZARD-LOLISTSERV.BOISESTATE.EDU
WIZARD-L@LISTSERV.BOISESTATE.EDU
Date: Friday, April 30, 1999
Subject: Re: I need 5 reasons I should buy Prophet

Tech support, I talk to real people.
Tech support, I get answers and solutions.
Tech Support, I get upgrades the same day if
thats what it takes.
Tech Support, I get what I ask for added into
the software when the request is reasonable.
It's a great capable product.

That help?

Stuart Engelke
Chief Engineer
WMCA/WWDJ Radio

Original Message
From: Peter Fiveland comments@nycradio.com
To: WIZARD-L@LISTSERV.BOISESTATE.EDU
WIZARD-L@LISTSERV.130ISESTATE.EDU
Date: Friday, April 30, 1999
Subject: I need 5 reasons I should buy Prophet

Just as the three things to look for in real estate
are location, location,and location, the top five
reasons to get a Prophet System's unit are:
#1: Prophet Systems' tech. support
#2: Prophet Systems' tech. support
#3: Prophet Systems' tech. support
#4: Prophet Systems' tech. support
#5: Prophet Systems' tech. support

Peter Fiveland
Operations Manager
WMCA/WWDJ Radio

Do you have a question or a comment? Subscribe to the Wizard ListServ.
Simply send email to ListServetistServidbsu.edu.
The body of the email need only contain the following command: Subscribe Wi_.rard-L.

Sales:
Support:
E -Mail:
Web:

(800) 656-4403
(800) 65E-4396
sales@ praphetsys.com
www.prc phetsys.com
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Update

Casino ad picture still unclear
By Harry Martin

In June, the FCC's rule against radio and TV casino
gambling advertising, and the underlying federal
statute, were held unconstitutional by the Supreme

Court as applied in states where such gambling is legal.
In spite of the decision, it is unclear whether the ban has
been lifted in states other than Louisiana, where the
Supreme Court case originated.

It was anticipated that the FCC would issue a policy
statement reflecting its view on how the court's ruling
would affect broadcast stations throughout the U.S., but
no such policy statement has been released. It appears
the commission's policy statement is the subject of a
dispute with the Justice Department involving states
where there is no authorized in -state casino gambling.
The department apparently has taken the position that
the court's decision should be limited to the parties in that
suit (i.e., Louisiana broadcast stations only). The commis-
sion has opposed this viewpoint and has urged the Justice
Department to recognize that the court's language ap-
plies to broadcast stations in all states where casino
gambling is legal. Also, a number of people are trying to
get both the Justice Department and the commission to
extend the ruling across the country, even to states that
do not allow casino gambling.

In a separate but related matter, a U.S. District Court in
Mississippi has found in favor of the Mississippi Associ-
ation of Broadcasters, following the Supreme Court's
decision that the ban on gambling advertising is uncon-
stitutional. Until the FCC issues a policy statement,
however, making it clear that its casino advertising ban
has been repealed, broadcasters in all states, except
those subject to a specific court ruling, are at risk if they
air such advertising.

$20,000 fine for public file violations
The operator of two California FM stations has been

fined $20,000 ($10,000 for each license) for not keeping
public inspection files up to date or readily accessible.
The FCC held that its rules had been complied with by
keeping one of the public files at a local school library
where staff could provide access during regular business
hours. Another public file, however, was kept at a
convenience store where a store clerk was unable to
locate it when asked to do so. The clerk's failure to make
the public file available to a member of the public upon
request was specifically cited in assessing the $20,000
fine. (The amended rule requires the public file to be
maintained at the main studio.)

The licensee also conceded to the FCC that neither
public file had been updated to include copies of the
most recent renewal application, annual ownership re-
ports, annual employment reports, or quarterly lists of
programs that discussed community issues. Further, one
of the public files did not contain a certification that
public notice of the most recent renewal applications had
been given. The FCC held that these violations were
significant and imposed the $20,000 fine.

New FCC forms
The Mass Media Bureau, in an effort to streamline

broadcast application and licensing procedures, has
significantly revised key forms, replacing many open-
ended questions with yes -no certifications. The new
forms are accompanied by lengthy instructions and
checklists. The following forms have been revised:

 FCC Form 301 Application for Construction Permit for
Commercial Broadcast Station (May 1999 edition);

 FCC Form 314 Application for Consent to Assignment
of Broadcast Station Construction Permit or License
(March 1999 edition);

 FCC Form 315 Application for Consent to Transfer
Control of Entity Holding Broadcast Station Construction
Permit or License (March 1999 edition);

 FCC Form 316 Application for Consent to Assign
Broadcast Station Construction Permit or License or to
Transfer Control of Entity Holding Broadcast station
Construction Permit or License (March 1999 edition).

These new editions of FCC Forms 301, 314, 315 and 316
became effective July 15, 1999. The commission will
automatically return applications submitted on old ver-
sions of these forms.

Harry Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin fhh-telcomlaw.com.

Dateline
Radio stations in the following states must file their

biennial ownership reports (on new FCC Form 323
for commercial stations) on or before October 1:
Alaska, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon
and Washington.

Annual regulatory fees for all commercial station,,
are dLe no later than September 22.
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As any artist will attest, the best microphone or instrument
, can either be the latest in state-of-the-art technology

"r.

or a timeless c_assic.

AKG provides the best of bo-_h worlds, of=ffing a
full pallet of colors and textures, enabling an artist to fully

r A express tiemselves with a single stroke of the right brush.

r

microphone

l -as been the defacb standard for

e diaphragm condensers.

tchable polar patterns, pads

d low frequencfrequency attenuation

make the C 414 B/ULS ideal for

rirtfiallyany application.

r:0 I H T D
P.)

Designed to to combine the benefits

of solid-state and tube

technologies, the Solid Tube

delivers an exceptionally wculit

tube sound while maintaining the

reliability of solid-state gear.

H A Harman International Company

AKG Acou,t U. S.
1449 Donelson Pike  1",,isli% ille, TN 37217 USA

Phone: 615-360-049'.  Fax: 615-360-0275
E-mail: akgusaxitharman.com

www.akg-acoustic-; corn
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Specific illy designed for vocals,

the C 414 B/TLII features a

transformerless output and the

legendary C12VR capsule that

enable vocals to soar over the

rhythm section without disturbing

the mimphone's pristine sound.



IF
By Ron Bartlebaugh

DES eN
Designing a new facility requires

careful consideration and planning.
The tips in this article will get you

off to the right start.
Someone once
said there is a
right way 1..nd
a wrong way
for everything.
l 11 is certainly
applies to both
Lie dcNign and

construction of an illiglio-
facility. Some of the es-
sential areas of

concern are
2-..c.ousti, ergonomics, HVAC,

electrical, lighting and grounding You
s -iould also follow ew basic guidelines for the

selection of an architect or project consultant.
Begin by answering the most difficult question: Should

you attempt to design and oversee this project yourself,
or do you need an architect or other professional
consultant? For a number of reasons, projects that require

new construction or major renovation should always
involve an archiect. Projects of a smaller scale may
simply require hiring a specialized consultant, such as
HVAC or other areas of expertise. "worm

vw,

Consultants
At lc -as-. three candidates should be interviewed when

selecting an architect or professional consultant. Have
each firm make a presentation to your organization so you
can determine their abilities and desire to complete your
project. Have at least two other people from your company

sit in on each presentation, and let the group
evaluate the candidates. Ask the following

sample queStions:
 What projects has the firm been

involved with that are similar to yours?
 What, backgrounds and experiences

do the principal partners within the parriefffir"'
organization

 How will the project be approached? Will
there be a project manager? How accessible will
the persons responsible for your project be?

 What is the proposed project timeline? De-
fine each step from beginning to.end. Ask wHat
percentage of their projects end according to the
initially proposed timeline and budget.

 What was the percentage of change orders
on their last three projects? A high per-
centage may reflect poor project control.

 What are the firm's proposed costs
to you, the client?

Check out the organization's opinion and knowl-
edge cf acoustics, grounding, HVAC, and so on. Be sure it
is sensitive to and knowledgeable of your special require-
ments. Ask for references and full contact information.
Check out the previous projects each firm has completed,
and ascertain the level of satisfaction the references have
with the firm's work. Completing this exercise should
make it obvious whom to hire for your project.

Whether you are working with a professional architect or
consultant or are managing the project yourself, there are
several important issues to consider.
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STUDIO DESIGN
Space

Begin by detennintng exactly how
much space you will need. Plan the use
of space in an efficient manner; every
square foot is a financial investment in
the form of construction or renova-
tion costs as well as heating, cooling
and general. ongoing maintenance.

Be sure wide -bandwidth communi-
cations circuits are available as need-
ed, including everything from ISDN
to wideband fiber. Have at least two
good Internet service providers in
your area, since every facility now
depends heavily on the Net. Verify
that cable television is available at

Range
Wavelength Frequency (Hz) Description

63 thud
1 it.

midrange

4.5 ft.
125

250
boom
box

male voice fundamental
small room resonance

2.25 ft. 500 hoot female voice fundam-..ntal
14 in. 1000 honk
7 in. 2000 nasal intelligibility

treble
3.5 in. 4000 transistor radio
1.75 in. 8000 ,ssssssss

0.88 in. 16,000 tinkle

Figure 1. Wavelengths and frequencies across the audio spectrum and a relationship to common
sounds and sources.

A model of the proposed facility can
easily be constructed using a CAD
program. Select a program that is com-
patible with that of your architect or
project consultant. By designing each
room on CAD, you will quickly visual-
ize the functionality of the facility.

If you are not using a professional
architect or other consultant, be sure
to locate the industry standards for the
sizing of hallways, doorways and oth-
er technical specifications. Local build-
ing codes often specify minimal sizes
for these elements. In addi-
tion, the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act mandates min-
imal access requirements.

Plan the facility correctly
before you begin construc-
tion. Furniture and equip-
ment should fit easily
through halls and door-
ways. Walls are difficult and
expensive to move once
they have been erected.
Take into consideration isolation of
dissimilar environments and flow of
traffic between units.

As the design unfolds, look at all
facility -wide support systems, includ-
ing telephone, heating, cooling, elec-
trical and security. Determine that
enough telephone lines are available
for current and future operations, in-
cluding all computer and fax modems.

Thickn

your site if the newsroom requires it
or if you want to make it available in
reception areas.

Sound
Acoustics is an area of facility de-

sign that is often overlooked or treat-
ed as an afterthought. The science of
acoustics is far more than a little
carpet or a box of the latest glue -on
sound panels on the walls. Every
studio will have its own set of acousti-
cal criteria that will depend on its

room correctly so it does not pro-
duce unwanted effects. Figure 1

shows some typical wavelengths at
various frequencies.

In a renovation project, the room
sizes may not easily be changed. In
this situation, acoustical treatments
may be necessary, although changing
the shape of the room may also be of
benefit. If space permits, consider
building a room within the room to
establish proper room dimensions for
the best overall acoustical values.

Though a variety of treatments are
available, you should be careful about
choice and application. For example,
the popular cloth -covered fiberglass
products vary greatly in acoustical
absorption characteristics. In Figure 2,
compare the 1 -inch thick cloth -cov-
ered fiberglass panel to the 2 -inch
thick panel. If the 1 -inch treatment
were used to line the walls of a studio,
the sound absorption at 4kHz would
be 460 percent greater than it would
be at 250Hz. Consequently, the room
would sound muffled and contain
excessive low -frequency energy. Any
microphone will reflect these acousti-
cal limitations, and the result will be
an unwanted effect within the room
when pure audio is the desired result.
In this case, the 2 -inch thick material
would be a better choice, as it more
uniformly absorbs sound throughout
the spectrum.

ess Absorption Coefficients

Min

2

3

0.08
0.10
0.29
0.38
0.49

1. 500Hz 1 kHz 2kHz AMU. N.R.C.mommiiirrommummitiiiimigimmob
t).26

0.3.3

0.73 1.13 1.16 1.10 1.18 1.05
0.96 1.16 1.16 1.11 1.28 1.10
1.12 1.23 1.07 1.01 1.05 1.10

Figure 2. Fiberglass panels with cloth covering can be an effective means
of sound control. Thicker panels have more low -frequency absorption.

physical design. For example, a 125Hz
wavelength is 9 feet in length. So, if
your room is 9'x9', it may resonate well
at 125Hz, thus masking the more im-
portant middle and high frequencies in
the speech and music range. The
normal approach would be to treat
the room with an acoustical material
to correct the design error. You can
reverse this process by designing the

Another major
mistake many de-
signers on a strict
budget make is the
use of carpeting on
studio walls. Fig-
ure 3 shows the
sound absorption
characteristics of
carpet compared
with a popular
sound -treatment

product. As you can see, even thick
pile carpet does little to absorb sound
in the lower frequency ranges. Thus,
the application of carpet on a studio
wall will only serve to create a low -
frequency resonant room.

When choosing acoustical treat-
ments, first identify the acoustical
problems of the room. Many techni-
cal publications contain information
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f the migration to digital is in yrur fiture,

then this is -he route to take. IntrdLcing the

large size, big performance analog -oi.te- that

also speaks fluent digital. A true lybrid that

allows you tc scale the number of analog and

digital ports as needed, now and in the fiture.

And even better, the SAS64000 creates E fjrward

path to AES/E3U digital audio withoat creating

analog cbsolescence.

This mears you can m -x your analog and dig'tal i/0 in

the 3ame router framE. Go direct analog to analog, or

digital to digital. 0- mix it up with 24 bit ccnvarsion

analog t) digital ard vice versa. Either way. this

unique achitecture sports flawless signa- integrity

and ion -flocking flexibility.

And -t's wonderfully simple, just plug in our new digital

port expander and -.hat's it. Welcome to digital!

-co -existing richly with analog it the same framework.

There's lets more to tall. Call us: 818 840 6;49 Fax us:

818 840 6751. E-mail s: sales@sasaudio.com Check the

Web site: sasaudio.con And of cou-se, snail moil: 2112

North Glenoaks Blvd. Burbank, California 91504 (SA
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STUDIO* DESIGN
showing how to calculate reverber-
ant times in a room by frequency. By
looking at the data derived from those
calculations, the designer can more
intelligently select the proper acousti-
cal treatment. Remember, in reality
you are tuning a room when changing
its physical characteristics. Figure 4
shows how a room can be tuned using
proper acoustical treatment methods.
In this particular case, the reverbera-
tion time of the room at 250Hz was
reduced from 1.3 seconds to 0.76

seconds after treatment.
The intelligibility factor
and brightness of the
room significantly im-
proved with the acousti-
cal treatment. In your
plans, include the effects
of the floor and ceiling,
since they are two paral-
lel surfaces that also ab-
sorb or reflect sound.
Special acoustical doors,
walls and windows are

Affordable FREE
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, "It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On -screen Voice -Track editing, time -shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95, 98 or NT.

a r.1
re re .e.BSIUSA1

, ,

www.bsiusa.com BSI
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Equipment placement in a studio is first
dictated by function. The acoustic effect is
usually secondary but is still very impor-
tant. Photo courtesy of Murray Company.

always necessary as well to assure a
completely correct acoustical envi-
ronment. Wall, floor and ceiling con-
struction are critical in eliminating
low -frequency transmission between
spaces. Wall mass is important, so
don't be surprised if you end up with
walls that are 12 or more inches thick.
In the case of problem areas, a qual-
ified acoustician should be consulted.
A properly treated acoustical space

will have the aural appearance of
being relatively quiet. Often, other
room noises then become apparent,
such as noise from lighting or HVAC
systems. Locate fluorescent light bal-
lasts external to the room, such as
above the ceiling in a hallway. Dim-
mer packs for lighting should be re-
motely located. Also, be sure to check
out the many diffuser lens options
now available for room lighting.

Many of these options permit the
designer to specifically control light
direction while minimizing glare and
increasing overall visual comfort.

HVAC
An incorrectly designed HVAC sys-

tem often can be the cause of un-
wanted noise in a studio. In larger
systems, the air handlers .should be
located some distance from the stu-
dio location and should be mounted
on isolation pads so they will not
transmit low -frequency rumble into
the facility. The amount of cooling
required for each room will vary
with the amount of equipment, light-
ing and people in the room. To
determine the cooling requirements
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EASY PATCH
The Analog/Digital patch bays for

today and tomorrow...from Neutrik®
Two choices to "wire up" Easy Patch for fast termination.

Heavy duty
cable bar

Junipers each
jack allows switching
into 1 of 6 configura-
tions, even after
installation.

viii:z4;rrior
.14azigsawwwww

moteoac colnecuons apnng loaued terminal OR.X.KS

le %J'

The Easy Patch series of easy to use
patchbays eliminates signal degradation and
offers excellent crosstalk performance required
in today's broadcast facilities, mobile trucks,
recording studios and audio installations.

Their analog/digital signal capability,
reduced wiring time and quality workmanship
are unmatched by competitors' patchbays.

The Easy Patch gives you features
and options no other patchbay provides:

Galvanized, heavy duty metal housing.
Flexible depth from 14" to 18".
Hard gold plated contacts desigred
specifically for ND signals.

* Six jumper switching configuraticns.
 Ten color coded ID tabs - optional.

®®NE UT/21

Metal shielding
between ribbon cables
top and bottom

Flexible rack depth:
NPP-T1773-14 allows
you to go Iron 14" to
18" via built-in slider.

You asked for innovation, productivity and
value in a patch bay series and Neutrik listened.

Demo Easy Patch :or yourself. Call
732-901-9488 and ask for our NEW product
guide and the name of your nearest Neutrik
representative.

Neutrik... your one stop source for all your
audio connector needs...today and tomorrow.

NPP-TT/TB at 71/2" depth with
spring loaded terminal bock connection

CONNECTING THE WORLD
195 Lehigh Avenue, Lakewood, NJ 087C1-4527
Phone: 732-901-9488 Fax: 732-901-9608
E-Mail:neutrikusa@aol.com Web Site:www.neutrikusa.com Circle (135) on Free Info Card
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within the facility, calculate
the total heat generated in
each room by adding the
heat produced from each
piece of equipment, the
lighting fixtures, maximum
number of people in a room
at any given time, and any
external heat sources, such
as sunlight. In many geo-
graphical areas, cooling may
be required year-round, de-
pending on the heat gener-
ated in each room.

In larger HVAC systems.
temperatures often can be
independently controlled on
a room -by -room basis. This
will permit the facilities man-
ager to maintain uniform
temperature between rooms,
regardless of each room's
heat generation.

Air duct and diffuser sizes are as
critical in an HVAC system as are
airflow rates. Fiberglass flex duct or
fiberglass -lined solid duct are best
used for supply and return air runs
from the air handler to each room. A
few appropriate bends in the run will
minimize sound transmission. Proper-
ly engineer the bend transitions so as

1.0

0.9

0.8

.:: 0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

18

0.2

1 0.1

0.0

250Hz 500Hz 1000Hz 2000Hz 4000Hz
kft

,.ow frequent y rumble

- Normal peelh unterterent -
Midrang* ium or chatter

High frequt m y ,queal

Finurr 3 Ar.niittic fnam and carnal are rnrr rinnlv 11C1311 nn ctudin walls Carnet ones not nrnviria
much low -frequency sound absorption, as shown in this comparison

not to create air turbulence within the
duct. Silencers within the ductwork
also may be required to minimize
sound transmission from both air han-
dlers and from room to room. Match
duct and diffuser sizes to the required
airflow rates to minimize or eliminate
discharged air sound. In some cases,
radiant hot-water heat may be a good
alternate heat source when needed.

Power
Electrical and grounding systems are

another important consideration in any
facility design. The designer must first
determine the total power require-
ments of the facility and then build
assurance from the local power com-
pany of reliable delivery with reason-
able quality. Plan for power outages by
having a reliable emergency power

MediaTouchTm, America's Digital Automation Original since 1984, shatters the price barrier with OuicPixg, the software that makes
digital audio and automation truly affordable. The OuicPix Radio Studio® software consists of:

4 l'iogiams in I: Audio Player. Ciutv.all. Audio l'iodu.-tion and (1) Ripping unlit softwal
" Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchstreen friendly
 7 Deck Audio player that also provides a 27 button but play cartwall
* Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality sterol audio on any sound card
* Wave audio editor. file import and quick audition feature
* Windows"' 95 / 98 using peer. NTrm or Novell' M networking
* 24/7 support, training and upgrading included
* Fully upward -compatible to a MediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

Try Before You Buy at www.quicpix.corn
Ark -,11

MediaTouch
www.quicpiH.com

omt@omt.net
888 665 0501
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Tell the world

The new 3awerStar AM/FM solid-state product-, from CEC are the best way to iuture-proof your radic

station in the digital age. You know the CEC nc me. Our reputation for building reliable, leading -edge

products s unsurpassed. The PowerStar line not only lives up to that reputation - it exceeds it.

With its exclusive Digital Signal Processing System, its modular design, and its small footprint,

CEC's PoverStar is a sound investment.

www.conteleLcom 1.800.733.5011 :ONTINENTAt EEF 1RONICS :OtPOW ON
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STUDIO DESIGN
generator available. Be sure to have
all facility critical systems powered by
the emergency generator, including
HVAC, all necessary lighting, systems
equipment, security system and re-
frigerator (include the coffee pot if
you can). Whenever possible, a prop-
erly rated surge protector should he
installed at the main power entry
point of the facility. With digital tech-
nologies in widespread use, an unin-
terruptable power supply (UPS) should
be mandatory on all critical equip-
ment. A larger master UPS may be a
consideration for many facilities where-

by power distribution would
be provided to the varin- 
studios from the larger Ui's.
Shop around for UPS units; not
all provide pure sine wave
power. You will find that using
UPS units on all critical equip-
ment will minimize or elimi-
nate glitches in transfer of pow-
er from the primary power
source to the emergency gen-
erator and vice versa. Also,
plan for future expansion of
any electrical power distribu-
tion system in order to care for

The ARES-C is so complete,
all you add are microphones.

How many different pieces of gear did you have to
take on your last remote assignment? Next time, take
just one, this one. With two (powered) mic and line
inputs, shock proof digital recorder, on -board non-

destructive virtual editor, & POTS telephone or ISDN
CODEC, you have everything you need to wrap-up

high quality audio for on -air broadcast in a FLASH.
You can even skip baggage claim!

Nagra USA Inc.
240 Great Circle Rd. #326
Nashville, TN 37228

www.nagra.com

schedule a free trio
and see for yourseF

tel. 615 726-5191
fax 615 726-5189
mail@nagra.com

Design firms and architects need to nn
derstand radio operations so that rack
rooms and studios are large enough and
placed in appropriate locations.

those additional technologies that are
sure to arrive sooner than expected.

Other considerations
(110lInti s11C1111 Sill ,ukl never be

overlooked. A good low -impedance
ground is a must in every facility. A
high -quality star quad system often is
recommended in new or existing fa-
cilities. Remember that grounding is
more than just wires and bus bars. Pay
close attention to the mechanical bond-
ing of the building structure as well.

Design engineers often overlook
plumbing systems when creating quiet
acoustical spaces. Perhaps the fol-
lowing point is obvious, but be sure
that no plumbing passes through the
acoustical space overhead, under-
ground or in the walls. Plumbing
includes water supply lines for build-
ing sprinkler systems and outdoor
water faucets as well as sewer and
roof drainpipes.

Last but not least is the consider-
ation of ergonomics, also known as
human engineering. As with any
facility, the designer must make sev-
eral decisions that will affect one's
ability to use a facility in a user-
friendly and comfortable manner.
For radio studio designers, the deci-
sion to build a stand-up or sit-down
operation is critical. If equipment
turrets are to be used, make sure
they are positioned properly and
loaded in such a manner that even
the shortest announcer or producer
can reach the top of the turret.

The placement of computer moni-
tors is vital in relation not only to

Circle (138) on Free Info Card
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The Best Digital Systems
It's a fact: More U.S. radio stations
choose Scott Studios' than any other
digital system! 2,025 U.S. stations use
4,600 Scott digital workstations. One
reason is that the Scott System is the
easiest to use. It's simple, straightfor-
ward, intuitive and powerful!
And Scott Studios' audio quality is the
very best! You choose from new 32 -
bit PCI cards by Digigram, Audio
Science or Antex. Scott Studios is
famous for our uncompressed digital
systems at a compressed price, but we
also work well with MPEG. Scott
software can record and play our
audio files on a laptop and home PC.
Scott computers are industrial quality
in 19" racks, but not proprietary:
functional equivalents are available at
most computer stores. You get 24x7
toll -free phone support. You also get
new software features free for years
from Scott's Internet site.
Scott Studios offers three different
systems in three price ranges to suit
any budget.

Good Spot Box
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Scott's Spot Box delivers the simplicity
of a triple -deck "cart" player plus
compact disc quality digital sound.
Spot Box has only the one screen, so
announcers always know what's
playing. On the left of the screen,
three digital players have dear labels
on each spot. VU meter bars show
levels. Buttons show countdown
times and flash as each recording ends.
At the right of the screen, "Cart Walls"
let you pick and play any recording by
name, number or category. Or,
number keys at the bottom load spots
quickly from your log.
Scott's Spot Box includes a recorder
and costs as little as $5,000. Options
include log imports from traffic
computers and music on hard drive.

Air
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This is the user-friendly Scott 32 System, with 30 sets of 30 hot keys, phone editor and all songs and
spots on line forinstant play! If seamlessly mixes uncompressed and MPEG digital audio!

Better AXS* 2000+

AXS' (pronounced ax'-cess) 2000+ is
radio's premier digital audio system
for automation and live assist. AXS*
2000+ is fully featured, with 99 sets of
28 instant play Hot Keys, log editing in
the studio, live copy on -screen, big
countdown timers and can include a
production or phone recorder.
You also get auto -fill of network breaks
to cover missing spots, a Real Time
Scheduler, unattended net recording,
timed updates, macros and optional
time announce and WAVE file imports.
For stations with large CD music
libraries, AXS' 2000+ can also control
inexpensive consumer CD multi -pack
and 300 CD juke box players.

Best Scott 32 System

The Scott 32 System (pictured at the
upper right) is the most powerful
digital system in radio. Your log is on
the left side of the screen. Everything
plays at your touch. On the right, 30
sets of 30 Hot Keys play any spur-of-
the-moment jingles, effects or comedy.
You also get 10 "Cart Walls" with 1 or 2
second access to any recording. A
built-in recorder quickly and easily
edits phone calls, spots or pre-recorded
Voice Trax.
Scott 32 options indude recording
Voice Trax while hearing surrounding
songs and spots, time or temperature
announce, Invincible seamless
redundancy with self -healing fail -
safes, newsrooms, 16 -track editors and
auto -transfer of spots and voice tax to
distant stations via Internet.
Contact us to see how one of Scott
Studios' three digital systems can be
tailored to your needs and budget.

Sear Straid4
13375 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 400
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA
(972) 620-2211 FAX: (972) 620-8811

8 0 0 7 2 6 8 8 7 7

(800) SCOTT -77
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STUMM DESIGN
sight lines but also from
an acoustical and lighting
viewpoint. Many moni-
tors emit energy that may
be induced into micro-
phone capsules. Also, be
sure that the computer
monitors are placed in
such a way that elimi-
nates glare on the screen
from the facility lighting.

The placement of equip-
ment turrets also can be
critical from an acoustics
point of view, as the sides
of larger turrets often
cause unwanted sound
reflection into the micro-
phones. Place these items
in their correct ergonom-
ic positions and then con-
sider covering the turret
sides with an acoustically
absorbent material. There are many
software programs on the market that
can be used to model a facility and
then check for the proper ergonomic
positioning of the various systems.

It is important to remember the

N OING
SENS ',

Now Available with 8X Drives

DVD Compatible

Audio Importation

Simple ONE -BUTTON Operation

Upgradable to Future CD -R Techrology

Practical Audio Features

Expandable Standalone Device

III

CD -5900 is a trademarks of MedlaFORkt Inc.
All other trademarks remain the property of
their respective companies

WKSU Meeting
Room #121

Existing &
with Treatment

1.2

1.0

0.8

125Hz 250Hz 50( Hz 1000Hz 2000Hz 40(10Hz

room before treatment a----.2" fib. -glass panels on walls
2" fiberglass panels on walls, ceiling Absortwr, diffusors

Figure 4. The large conference studio at WKSU had a reverberation
problem, particularly at 250Hz. Absorption pa -leis mounted on the
walls and ceiling, and ceiling diffusers nearly cut this time in half.

many areas of concern that each
designer faces in any facility con-
struction or renovation project. Thor-
oughly research any project prior to
its implementation. Spend time look-
ing at other facilities, listening to

those who have complet-
ed successful projects,
and reading as much re-
lated material as possible.
Doing so will result in
huge dividends as the
project nears completion.
Always remember to fol-
low all national, state and
local codes, and obtain all
necessary permits, includ-

ing building and zoning.

Ron Bartlebaugh is director of engineering
for the WKSU Stations, Kent, OH, and presi-
dent of Audio and Broadcast Specialists,
Akron, OH.

CD5906
CD2CD Pro CD -R Duplicator

WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED
CD DUPLICATORS
MediaFORM's award winning family of CD -R duplicating
products continues to provide a wide range of features
and capabilities. Contact us today for more information
on these products. MediaFORM products are sold
though a world wide network of quality distributcrs.

19

-r-mr
Mir PO

MediaFORM
400 Eaoleview Boulevard  Exton. PA 19341
Phone: 610-458-9200  Fax. 610-458-9554

Toll Free in the USA 800-220-1215
email: infoemediaform.com

web: http://www.mediaform.com
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Announcing the

?IftimaL-rm
Another Breakthrough Codec from MUSICAM USA!

The Prima LT is the newest addition to our line of superb digital audio codecs. It is stereo,
bi-directional, and comes with MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2, MPEG Layer 3 and
G.722 algorithms for maximum compatibility. Prima LT accepts one digital interface

module for direct connections to ISDN, V.35, X.21 or RS422.

Highest Audio Quality
A 24 -bit ND and D/A Converters

A MUSICAM-enhanced MPEG Layer 2

A Dynamic Range better than 92 dR
A Ultra low distortion at less than 0.01%
A Data rates to 384 kb/s
A AES/EBU/SPDir optional

WINIMNININ
Easiest to Use
A 'One Touch' auto dialing
A Simple, intuitive menu navigation
A Connects to any MPEG or G.722 codec

A Software upgrades via Internet
A Removable rack mounts for desktop

operation

Unmatched value at $3,495 ISDN Ready.
Call now for more details.

670 North Beers Street Bldg. 4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
Tel.: 732-739-5600
Fax: 732-739-1818

MUSICAM USA
http://www.musicamusa.com

E -Mail: sales@musicamusa.com
MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc., Holmdel, NJ, USA
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E\ cry station sets its signature with its on -air pro-
cessing, and your on -air audio processor probably
gets more attention than any other piece of equip-

ment. Processing has changed over time, from analog
circuitry to DSP.

With analog circuitry, almost every station had its own
collection of tweaks and changes to alter a time constant
or crossover point for a unique sound. Repeating this
process from one unit to the next was not always easy.

Next was the implementation of digitally controlled

Cutting Edge
Omnia
Of note: I I n ( )mnia
has a dual PCMCIA
slot to accept further
enhancements like an additional memory care, a modem or an Etherrs
NIC. It can also be ash'ned an ip adcirep for access over a network or

Features:
 Uses: FM, AM, DAB, Web
 Inputs: analog, AES3, SCA (2)
 Outputs: analog, AES3, comp.

(2), pilot reference
 Communications: RS -232,

PCMCIA
 Control inputs: 8

9

 Control outputs:
 User interface: wheel, select butt(
 Sampling rates: 32, 44.1 or 48
 Bit resolution: 18
 Options: hot, veris and spa«. e

modules; .fm, .am, n/q, .dab,
.fm.jr models

4111111111111116

Circuit Research Labs

Millennium
Of note: I he iinal limiter sampling rate is 25b1c1iz. It is
also available in a variety of front panel colors.

Features:
 Uses: FM (AM coming)
 Inputs: analog, AES3,

SCA (4), TOSLINK
 Outputs: analog, AES3,

composite (2),
TOSLINK

 Communications:
RS -232 12)

 Control inputs: e
Control outputs: 8
 User interface: wheel,

touchscreen
 Sampling rates: 32-,

44.1-, 48kHz
 Bit resolution: 2O

By Chriss Scherer, editor
analog processors. 'This type of processor added the
reliability of digital circuitry to control the analog func-
tions. Settings could be stored, exported and loaded onto
another processor with ease.

Digital signal processing adds an additional level of
capability. DSP bends some of the rules that analog design-
ers had to follow. Sharper filters, tighter limit control and
faster response times are all easy to achieve with DSP.

What's available
There are more product choices for FM than for

AM. With Internet broadcasting becoming a via-
ble medium and DAB on the horizon, the tools
developed for conventional broadcasting can be
adapted to these new applications.

Some manufacturers are taking a family ap-
proach to their product line. A single platform is
developed to support various applications by
loading different software packages. The front
panels and hardware may look the same, but they
can operate very differently. There are also
products packaged and developed specifically
for one application.
The applications for Internet and DAB are

similar because of the transmission media. Both
are pushing bits through a pipe. Both are dealing
with some type of data reduced audio as well.
Here's a look at what is currently available for all -
digital on -air audio processors.

Tiesseci
Digital 9500

features..
 Uses: FM, AM, Web,

DAB
 Input: analog, AES3,

SCA
 Outputs: analog, AFS

composite (2)

 Communications:
RS -212

Of note: Free software
updates are available viz/
Internet download.

 User interlace: wheel,
soft keys, hard keys,
cursor

Sampling rata.: 32-,
i, 44.1-, 48kHz automati-

cally selected
 Bit resolution: 24
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SMARM
SMART!' POTS Codec
/ and 4 audio channel

models available

Wth Fall remote season

around the corner, it's
time to prepare your game

plan to increase income.
Don't rely on worn out

gear that could leave
you speechless on the
sidelines. MARTI' has

SRPT-40
Frequency agile

remote transmitter
VHF and UHF frequency
agile models available

a remote package for every

station's needs - RPU,

Cellular, POTS, VHF/UHF

Frequency Agile, and more.

And MARTI tackles the

competition when it

comes to reliability, high

performance and value.

Celkast
RBS-400 Cellular remote

broadcast studio

GX-500
Remote mixer

Available in August

Contact MARTI or your favorite MARTI distributor

today and get in on the savings in time for
Fall sports remotes. Check out our web site at
www.marti.bdcast.com for a complete listing
of products and MARTI distributors, or call
MARTI at 817-645-9163.

MARTIELECTRONICS
Performance Value Leader

A BROADCAST ELECTRONICS COMPANY

Circle (126) on Free Info Card
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Orban
2200
Of note: 1RU
device with
multiple features.

111111,_

ilr
riT1::14

Features:
 Uses: FM
 Inputs: analog, ALS3
Outputs: analog,

AES3, composi e (2)
Communications: RS -232
 Control inputs: 8
 Control outputs: r one

6200
Of note: Similar
in form to the

 User interface: wheel, soft
keys, hard keys

 Sampling rates: 32 to 48
 Bit resolution: 18
 Options: Digital option offers

AES3 inputs and outputs

9200, there are two versions of the 6200 for use with webcast-
ing or DAB.

Features:
 Uses: DAB, Web
 Inputs: analog, AE53, digital

sync
 Outputs: analog monitor,

AES3

 Communications: RS -232
 Control inputs: 8

8200
Of note:
Software version
3.0 is the current
version.

Features:
 Uses: FM
 Inputs: analog, AE53, SCA
Outputs: analog, AES3,

composite (2)
 Communications: RS -232
 Control inputs: 8
Control outputs: rone

9200
Of note: This is a
mono unit. It is
also the only fully
digital AM -only
processor.

Features:
 Uses: AM
 Inputs: mono analog, AES3
Outputs: mono aralog (2),

AES3
Communications: RS -232
 Control Inputs: 8
 Control Outputs: none

 Control outputs: none
 User interface: wheel, soft

keys, hard keys
 Sampling rates: 32, 44.1

or 48
 Bit resolution: 20

 User interface: wheel, soft
keys, cursor

 Sampling rates: 32 or 32, 44.1
or 48

 Bit resolution: 18

 User interlace: wheel, soft
keys, hard keys

Sampling rates: 32,44.1
or 48

 Bit resolution: 18

ON -AIR PROCESSORS

IDT
fr

.. MM.
DVP
Of note: Processing is performed by Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). This new method of DSP control for
audio processors does not split the audio into different
bands, but performs its processing on the entire audio
band at once.

Features:
 Uses: FM, AM
 Inputs: analog, AES3
 Outputs: analog, AES3,

composite (2)
 Communications: RS -232
 Control Inputs:
 Control Outputs:
 User interface: Windows

coftwan.

 Sampling rates: 32-,
44.1-, 48-, 96kHz.
Internal processing is
done at 96kHz.

 Bit resolution: 24
 Options: TCIP/IP

connection, software
plug -ins

TC Electronic
DBMax

Of note: 1he DBMax can be
5 -band processor. It includes
2MB additional memory.

Features:
 Inputs: analog, AES3,

SPDIF, word clock
(BNC)

 Outputs: analog, AES3,
SPDIF

 sample rates: 32kHz,
44.1 kHz, 48kHz

 resolution: 24 bit

configured as a single- or
a PCMCIA slot for up to

 user interface: hard keys,
wheel

communications:
RS-485/RS-422

control inputs: MIDI,
GPI (1/4 -inch TRS)

control outputs: MIDI

More digital: FM Stereo generators
Digital Si I s, both wired and wireless, have become
popular, but most du not transmit a composite signal.
Because of this, stations are installing their on -air
processor at the studio and using a stand-alone stereo
generator at the transmitter. If you place your
processing before the STL, you can still take advan-
tage of digital stereo generation and keep your signal
path fully digital as long as possible.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Finally...
A Portable MiniDisc Recorder As
Professional
As You
Are.

FEATURES
INCLUDE:
Flexible Recording System
 Recording Modes: Mono, Dual Mono (L = OdB, R = -15dB),

Stereo, Combined Stereo (L+R on 1 track)
 Record Level Settings: Manual, Manual with Limiter, and Automatic
 One Touch Recording with Separate Record -Pause Button
 Automated Level Sync Recording (LSR) System with Programmable Parameters
 Two Position Ambient Noise Cancel (ANC) Filter: High Pass, Band Pass
 Control of SCMS: On, Off
 Time/Date Stamp

Vital Security Features
 Pre-UTOC Writing at Track Start to Secure Recordings in Case of Power Loss
 40 second (20 sec. 2 -Track) Audio Buffer for Shock Resistance
 Pre -Record Audio Cache (up to 2 sec.) to Protect Against Missed Starts
 Low Battery Alarm

MiniDisc Standards
 Supports Recording and Playback in 1 -Track

Mono (148min) or 2 -Track Stereo (74min)
 Complete Onboard Editing System

Full Text Display and Editing

Full Compliment of Professional I/Os
 Stereo XLR Mic/Line Inputs with 48V Phantom Power
 Ultra -Quiet Mic Pre -Amps with Variable Attenuator: OdB, -15dB, -30dB
 Stereo RCA Analog Line Outputs
 RCA Digital Input (SPDIF) with Sample Rate Converter
 XLR Digital Output (SPDIF)
 Headphone Jack with Level Control

Built -In Microphone & Speaker

lej- -C - \'----.-N-

2480 S.E. 52nd Street
Ocala, Florida 34480-7500

Tel: 1-352-622-7700
Fax: 1-352-629-7000
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Full service solutions
at pit stop speed.

1-800-622-0022  www.harris.com/communications



Lead, follow, or get out of the way

is not only the motto in racing, but

is quickly becoming the norm in

radio broadcast. If you're not, the

pace car, you're somewhere in the

pack.

Harris is in this race to provide you

with the tools that it takes to cross

the finish line first. The Broadcast

Systems Division has the highest

point standing in the industry

when is comes to providing

customers with complete systems

at the velocity they need.

Whether you just need some lug

nuts, more fuel to keep going, or a

complete tire change for your

operation, Harris has the most

experienced pit crew in

broadcast.

Keep on track and win the

ratings championship with an

operation that runs without

caution flags, start your engine

with Harns equipment. We're

here to make sure you get the

checkered flag.

So, put on your driver suit and

helmet, drive fast and turn left to

your phone to make sure Harris

is on your speed dial list for the

times you need a next level radio

solution.

next level solutions

WIRELESS

BROADCAST

COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

nia5
Communications
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A SYSTEMATIC
APPROACH TO

AUDIO PROCESSING
By Martin Acuff, CBRE

Getting the desired sound for
your station can be difficult
and frustrating. To complicate

the matter, there are many types of
processors in use, both old and new.
Moreover, there is not one audio
aesthetic; several factors determine a
station's ideal sound. Fortunately, you
can follow a systematic approach to
tailor your station's sound and achieve
the desired results.

Tuning a station's audio processing
requires artistic judgment and techni-
cal experience. The basic approach is
finding your preferred sound incre-
mentally, usually by adjusting past
the optimum tuning point, then back-
ing it off. It is unlikely that the first
pass of adjustments will meet your
objective, so you should employ a

progressive approach to the task.
The following sections detail this
approach to achieving the on -air
sound you are looking for.

Subjectivity and definition
If the general manager, program

director and engineer have diverse
preferences, define who will be the
ultimate judge of your station's sound.
This is an opportunity for interde-
partmental teamwork. Secure the best
outcome by uniting all players to-
ward a common objective.

For a broader perspective on your
station's sound, consider using audi-
ence research. Such research is unbi-
ased and will prove more reliable
than depending solely upon intu-
ition or the preferences of one (or a
few) individuals at the station.

There is no right or wrong audio
quality, only a scale of preferences.
The best sound for your station is

processing that maximizes your target
audience. Align your processing objec-
tives to complement the overall audi-
ence, format and business plan. For
example, if increased 7SL (time spent
listening) is a priority for your station's
ratings, aggressive processing for dial
dominance is not appropriate.

Formats such as CHR and urban
often benefit from a highly processed
sound that increases the energy level
of the presentation. Compression and
equalization can do this without ex-
cessive clipping.

Good judgment must be the rule. In
comparison with audio processing,
it's much easier to tune the RF section
of a transmitter because there is a meter

MAGER
SYSTEMS

I he Best in Sound Furnitur

-:or over 20 years Broadcasters nationwide have come to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique construction, along with solid wood and quality materials.
means your furniture is built to last. In fact. we've made the design and construction of studio
3urniture as much an art form as it is a business. Every installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable and can
accommodate every budget from economy
a) showplace. Call today and discover
svhy Mager Systems is the best in
Sound Furniture.

We're proud to say
we've won the

Radio World
Cool Stuff'
Award at

NAB '99.

WILSONART
INT FINATIONAL

Mager Systems is proud to offer Wilsoilui t
Gibraltar solid su.face. Gibraltar is a non porous.
stone -like, solid surface material. This premium

material has beauty, strength and durability that is
easy to care for. G braltar is available in 32 rich colors,

plus. it is backed by a full 10 year installed, limited warranty.

Washington, D.C.

n2-i-orl, Fabricated, Delivered and Installed

'1502 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
'hoenix, Arizona 85024
TEL: 602-780-0045
FAX: 602-780-9860
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APPROACH TO Aunlo PROCESSING
indicating when tuning is ideal. There
is no meter to indicate that processing
is in tune; you must rely on your artistic
judgment. Defining the ideal point on
the scale is perhaps the most difficult
tasks in meeting your objective.

Legal limitations restrict peak mod-
ulation. Peak modulation and per-
ceived loudness are not the same. A
minimally processed classical format
can have the same modulation peaks
as an aggressively processed hot ur-
ban format, although the latter will
sound much louder on the dial. In-
creasing loudness by simply crank-
ing the modulation invites legal pen-
alties; more effective (and less costly)
alternatives exist. Loudness is per-
ceived approximately as the average
power level of audio. However, many
short -duration peaks in unprocessed
audio go much higher than the per-
ceived loudness level. This difference
is commonly referred to as the peak -
to -average ratio. These short -dura-
tion peaks contribute nothing to per-
ceived loudness but do determine
the limit,. of m(xItilation. The purpose

of all broadcast audio processors is to
reduce the peak -to -average ratio to
elevate perceived loudness without
exceeding the peak limitations.

System considerations
No audio processor can repair source

audio that is noisy, distorted, exces-

sively bit -rate reduced or suffering
from other maladies. In fact, aggres-
sive audio processing exaggerates
defects in the source material. The
best -sounding stations start with the
best -sounding source material.

Installing more audio processing
components in your system will not

- -

Tuning the audio pro,. g is , r, since ,e is no
magical meter reading to indicate the proper setting.

One Dealer, One Focus, One Call

Trust ABG
Call us, and put our people to work for you.

CIAudio Broadcast Group Inc
ABG

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE SOUTHEAST OFFICES SOUTHWEST OFFICE
,rand Rapids. Michigan Duluth. Minnesota Mountain Horne. North Carolina Lexington, South Carolina Palmdale. California
voice: 800-999-9281 Voice: 800-788-8759 Voice: 800-369-7623 Voice: 800-951-7443 Voice: 800-858-9008
Fax: 616-452-1652 Fax: 218-525-0455 Fax: 828-697-2691 Fax: 803-951-3123 Fax: 805-273-3321
E-mail: supporteabg.corn E-mail: cgraceaabg.corn E-mail: Cindy _edwards@abg.com jgeorgeaabg corn E-mail: tmezey@abg.corn

www.abg.com
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C

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain
MP -1 1 600W -3.3
MP -2 2 800W 0

MP -3 3 800W 1.4

MP -4 4 800W 3.3
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3
MP -3-5 5 3.000W 4.1

1%1P-3-6 6 3,000W 5.2

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Price
$250
$680
$980
$1,280
$1,820

$2,270
$2,740

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4.000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150
GP -6 6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

OW& it
(MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Plover Gain Price
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3 $690
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0 $2,690
SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4 $3,595
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3 $4,500
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1 $5,300
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2 $6,100

The antenna gain t
please, make the r

Conn
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OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA



AUDIO PROCESSING
DPA

Microphones
On Line!

Log on for the
latest details

on
Micing

Techniques
and

Comprehensive
Educational

Forums
DPA 4000 Series

Microphones

DPA Compact
Microphones

DPA Miniature
Microphones

Check out the new
DPA 3541 Vocalist

& Instrumental
Microphone Kit!

,,,,
...

DPA Microphones /
TGI North America Inc.

300 Gage Ave., Suite #1
Kitchener, ON Canada N2M 2C8

Tel: (519) 745-1158
Fax: (519) 745-2364

Toll Free Dealer Fax Order Line:
(800)525-7081

1:1

O

O

guarantee better -sounding audio. It does, however, guaran-
tee greater difficulty in managing the audio processing to
achieve the desired result. Additional components increase
risk of failure and often degrade the audio. Changes made
to the first component cause downstream components to
react in sometimes -unpredictable ways. In general, it's wise
to minimize- components in the audio chain.

Peak overshoot is the enemy of perceived loudness.
Every percent of overshoot broadcast is about 0.1dB of
loudness sacrificed. Therefore, every component in the
system following and including the broadcast audio
processor must have the lowest possible overshoot.

Not all audio processors are created equal. Probably the
best measure of an audio processor's performance is how
effectively it can reduce the peak -to -average ratio with-
out introducing unpleasant artifacts.

Components in the system must be arranged to deliver
the best peak control possible (i.e., minimal overshoot)
to the transmitter. A common problem is locating the
main audio processor prior to an overshooting studio to
transmitter link (STL); if the audio with overshoots is
applied directly to the transmitter, you must reduce
modulation (and loudness) to remain legal. Two com-
mon solutions are to relocate the main audio processor
after the STL or to fix the overshoot problem in the STL
itself. While some newer exciters have built-in overshoot
limiters, they should be used only as a last resort if you
can't eliminate overshoot by other means. Moreover,
composite clipping is not appropriate to compensate for
overshooting STLs because it adds audible distortion and
interferes with SCAB and the stereo pilot tone, reducing

your stereo coverage

Peak overshoot is the
enemy of perceived

loudness.

area.
Receivers differ. What

sounds great on a $3,000
receiver will not sound
the same on a $100 boom
box. Act upon the broad-

casting system as a whole: from the studios to the audience.
Appraise through the lens of the entire system: processing
components, STL, transmitter and receiver.

Listen in varied environments, especially those typical for
your audience. In addition, if your target audience typically
listens at low volume, it's wise to do the same. It's prudent
to have a high -quality monitoring system as a reference,
but always keep things in context of the target audience.

Where and when to tweak
Pick a starting point. It doesn't matter whether you're

walking in cold or correcting an ongoing problem. If you have
an analog processor, start with one of the suggested settings
listed in the operating manual. If you have a digital
processor, try one or more of the manufacturer's recom-
mended presets as a starting point. Some digital processors
have the added advantage of a single control that scales
many parameters to your preference, making the task of
adjustment much easier than tweaking individual parame-
ters, and less time-consuming.
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We've got you covered
Crown Broadcast transmitters are design. 11

carefuly engineered to the same reliable h
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.

Enjoy on -air confidence with compact stand -aloes
transmitter designs that integrate audio process-
ing, stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. Ana be confident in your choice with a three-year warranty
backed with sere ice from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!

Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Ctown International. 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000. Elkhart. Indiana.. U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcast@crowninikoom

www.crownbroadcast.com

,,,
Crown Broadcast.i."."'

making a. worldof difference
..,.:i101111ffill0111111111111111k..i

111111111111111111111111111111111111 11'111111111111111111111111v !! n111111WHII,
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APPROACII TO Aunlo PROCESSING
Decide what to tweak. Make an

effort to understand the operation of
your audio processor(s). Study the
operating manual(s). Understand the
effect of each adjustment - what it
will do and won't do for your sound.
Adjusting the Automatic Gain Con-
trols probably shouldn't be your first
choice to correct a clipping or distor-
tion problem. Furthermore, manu-
facturers implement traditional con-
trols in different ways: AGC drive
may not perform the same on differ-
ent products. If you are uncertain
about the description of the 7hrobu-
lator control, you may wish to care-
fully sweep that control through its

range while monitoring its effect. Be
careful if you do so, as some controls
can yield significant changes, and
make sure to return it to its original
position. If you're still uncertain, call
the manufacturer's technical support.

Document everything you do and
document each change along the way.
At some point, you'll need to back up
to a previous setting. For analog pro-
cessors, create a chart tabulating all
relevant parameters, and the date of
each change (see Figure 1). If you
have a digital audio processor. save
each change to a preset. That way you
can revert to any previous settings
whenever needed.

Proceed one step at
a time. Use an incre-
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Egure 1. Make a log of all the processing changes being made. this
will facilitate returning to a previous sound.

mental approach to
adjusting the audio
processing. As men-
tioned earlier, taking
a single huge leap is
seldom (if ever) ef-
fective. Make small
changes to perhaps
only one or two pa-

rameters per adjustment session. Then
listen. Making large changes to many
parameters in one session is difficult
to manage. The downside to making
small adjustments is that differences
can be too subtle to notice.

Allow plenty of time to judge the
effects of your changes. Sometimes
the consequences will not be imme-
diately evident. What sounds great
on your $10,000 monitoring system
may sound wimpy on a car radio. So,
listen to many selections, from many
sources and program types. Listening
over time will also give your ears an
opportunity to rest and time for you
to formulate an opinion.

Determine a stopping point. If the
present on -air sound is far from your
goal, it's relatively easy to judge chang-
es to the audio processing. However,
as the processed sound approaches
the goal, subjective differences from
the ideal become smaller and in-
creasingly subtle. Take your time. 4

Marlin Acuff is product manager for audio pro-
cessing at Orban. macuff @orban.corn.
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Quality Products at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters FM Antennas
High Performance Solid State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory personal available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $11.990.00
5,00 watt $18.990.00
10,000 watt $24,990.00
15,000 watt $34,990.00
20,000 watt $37.990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter

120 watt $2.600.00 2,000 watt $12,900.00
300 watt $3,500.00 3.000 watt $19,990.00
1 000 watt $7,990.00 5.000 watt $29,990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS FM STL
100 watt $995.00 Both Transmitter
300 watt $1.790.00 and Receiver
500 watt $2,990.00 $3,500.00

All Power Levels 500 watts
to 20.000 watts per bay

As low as S395.00 per bay

* RF Coaxial Patch Panels
'FM Combiners

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR

$2,500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577  800/279-3326  Fax 972/473-2578  800/644-5958
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www.contelec.com
Continental Electronics: Things to find on the www.contelec.com
Web site are: District Sales Manager's contact data; Factory Marketing
& Sales personnel contact data; E -Slide - FREE engineering software;
Product Line Descriptions and Specifications; Links from Broadcast
Supply Division to vendor Web sites.
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www.beradio.com/studio.cfm
The Studio Spotlight: BE Radio brings you into some of the
newest radio on air and production facilities in the country.
This website feature shows you the studios and tells you what
was done to make it the showcase facility that it is. All the
previous installments are available in the Spotlight Index.
Show the world what your facility looks like. If you would like
your studio featured in the Studio Spotlight, send a message to
beradio@intertec.com and tell us about your facility.

4,4 141,...11

www.beradio.com
BE Radio magazine: BE Radio gives radio station managers and
engineers the information they need to make critical equipment
purchase decisions. The magazine is published 10 times a year
and distr buted to over 14,000 qualified subscribers in North
America. Look online for the Studio Spotlight - an exclusive
Website feature showcasing some of the newest radio facilities
in North America.

1!41, Wrp!

www.neutrikusa.com
NEUTRIK USA, Inc.: The NEUTRIK USA, Inc. website features
direct links to various sites including Authorized Distributors,
Sales Representatives, NEUTRIK USA, Inc. offices and our
parent company's website for on-line access to spec drawings
through WHIP files. Viewing includes a Wnat's New section for
new product introductions and a Trade Show section so that ycu
can come see our products in person!

datawcplt

www.dataworld.com
Dataworld: Dataword is an irdustry-leading information
services company founded in 1971. Twenty-eight years of
software development and data processing experience allows
Dataworld to set trends in information services and solutions.
Click on Dataworld's home page for exciting information on
our Flag Service, the production of DataXpert and our new line
of digital television services.

OMT

Home

memaiouch

Tale Your Station into in Future

www.omt.net
OMT Technologies: MediaTouch by OMT Technologies pro-
vides radio stations with state of the art digital audio systems for
live assist or full automation use. With over 14 years of broadcast
experience, MediaTouch has innovative software solutions start-
ing as low as $995. Surf to MediaTouch, see our exciting new
products, and find out how our clients sound better and save
money with our unsurpassed quality, reliability, and support.
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BASEBALL'S
The boys of summer

take on the
green monster.

By Chriss Scherer, editor

The Major League Baseball All -Star
Game marks the middle of the
baseball season. This midsummer

event brings baseball's greatest talents
together to celebrate America's favor-
ite pastime. Broadcasting an event of
this scale on the radio is no small feat.
ESPN Radio broadcast the game and
some of the other festivities surround-
ing it over its network of stations.

Planning for the broadcast began in
January, long before the first pitch
was thrown. Like any live broadcast,
there is only one chance to get every-
thing right. The teams on the field are
composed of players who are not
usually teammates, but those in the
radio booth are a well -versed crew.

The first step in the broadcast in-
volved a physical site survey. The



facilities were inspected for electrical
and telephone (POTS and ISDN)
access, and locations were chosen
for field interviews. After the initial
site visit, discussions about the tech-
nical goals and plans of the broadcast
began. One of these goals was to
keep the broadcasts fresh and inter-
esting rather than falling into a series
of repeat performances. To make this
year's event distinctive, audio origi-
nated from four locations: via the

Al Ros.mberg (L) and
up for he broadcast.

announce booth, an inter-
view area just off the field.
and two roaming reporters
in the stands. The game
I roadcast was also
tied in with one of
the shows on ESPN

Radio, Game Night, which
originated from Boston the
day before and the day of
the actual game.

In April, the plans were
reviewed and a technical staff
chosen. The technical staff
decided what equipment
would be used for the event.
One month before the

game, installation of the
POTS and ISDN lines was

confirmed, and a review of all the
people required and equipment in-
volved was performed. The opera-
tions manager, Bob Sagendorf, ar-
rived four days before the game to
make sure everything was ready. The
early arrival time allowed Sagendorf
to correct any problems.

Going on -air
There were actually three events

associated with the All -Star Game:
The All -Star Gala, the Home Run
Derby and the game itself. The Gala
was held in a lot across the street from
Fenway Park the day before the game.
The Home Run Derby was held the
night lefore the game.

During the Gala broadcast, the show
I costs were set up at the Gala itself,
while the guest host was positioned

the park. The two locations
were only 100 feet apart
but, rather than tying the
two positions together
locally, the decision was
made to have both posi-
tions send and receive
their audio through the
ESPN broadcast center in
Bristol, CT. This method
worked well and provid-
ed some redundancy in
case of a problem with
one of the ISDN feeds.

The main backhaul was
carried over ISDN on a
Telos Zephyr running
Layer III. The return feed

using G.722 coding for the
delay time. As a backup, a

feed was established with a

inside

Bryan Learned (R) set

was sent
shortest
POTS
Comrex Hotline.

The booth has three !nets. The announcers sit on the lower
level in the front for a clear view of all the action.
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Generate new income
with sponsored
information lines!

Audio OnLiner" is ideal for...
Concert info... Weather/ski/surf reports...
School closings... Traffic updates...
Voting lines... Contest rules... Sports scores...

 Multiple messages
 Multiple sponsors
 Multiple phone

lines
 Multiple call -counts
 ONE easy system

FAX -on -Demand Doc #124 (626) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

EE HENRY
ENGINEERING

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista DrIvt.

Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (626) 356-365
FAX (626) 355-007,-

AllpSTIR

The producer and engineer sit on the middle level of the booth.
Most of the equipment is also located here. including the
wireless transmitters and receivers, codecs and console.

Batter up
The equipment setup for the game itself was the most

complex part of the broadcast. The engineer's position in
the announce booth served as a local master control
point, with all the audio sources coming into and going
out of this location. Figure 1 shows the signal path for
program and monitoring. Most of the signal routing was
accomplished within the announce booth, which simpli-
fied the setup.

In addition to the announcers' mics, an audio feed was
taken from the TV coverage to provide ambience. This
effect feed helped fill in the aural images; listeners could
hear the sound of the ball hitting the catcher's mitt, the
runner sliding and the bat cracking. The TV audio

The engineer's rack has some IFB capability.
Circle (147) on Free Into Card
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The Producer communicates with every-
one with a custom IFB interface. This unit
also controls the producers headphone
mix and levels.

control room was only a few booths
away. About 100 feet of audio cable
had to be run to get the signal to the
radio booth.

During the Home Run Derby, an
additional audio feed came from Ia-
valier mics placed on the batters,
adding another element to the listen-
ing experience.

The producer communicates with
everyone through a custom IFB inter-
face. You can see a creme -colored
box in the booth photos. This project
box is really a housing and connector
panel for several compact mixers,
distribution amps and switchers. The

E s ui a ment list
Main booth
Spirit by Soundcraft 12x2
console, Telos One hybrid, A
mixer, Symetrix 425, Gentner
Telecoupler, Sennheiser HMD25
headset mics, Symetrix SX-204
headphone amp, Shure FB22
headphone amp, custom
designed IFB interface built with
Radio Design Labs Stick -on
boxes

Sidelines
Vega 2020 and Lectrosonics 200
wireless mics, Lectrosonics T1
wireless IFB transmitters, R1
receivers

Interview room
Electro-voice 635 mic, Shur
FP11 mic pre -amp, Shure FP
headphone amp

The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas are customized to meet
broadcaster's needs, ranging from education?'
series to malti-station antenna arrays (from
500w to 3E.:kw per bay).

Options:
 Circular, horizontal, or vertical

polarization
 Pressurized or non -

Pressurized
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Law -High
Power

Antennas:
 FM1
 FME
 FM3
 FM10
 FMU

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

41111111111111111
ULTR APO° ID

The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concer: quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just 51,895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

PO Box 751  Lamar, CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://www.broadcasttech.com
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ALIASIVI GAME
producer is able to communicate directly and indepen-
dently with anyone wearing a headset, including the
engineer, booth talent, field talent, field producers and
master control in Connecticut. There is also a singleinigisigmbe switch to communicate

with everyone at once.
The interface handles all
of the switching and level
control for the IFB sendRADIO NETWORK

Now you can own a high performance
solid-state AM transmitter

for a lot less!

ARMSTRONGMilk TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Total RF Systems Solutions

4835 North Street, Marcellus, NY 13108
Tel 315-673-1269 Fax 315-673-9972

e-mail:sales@armstrongtx.com
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Figure 1. Signal HP,/ of thi program chain. The IFB routing is
much more complex.

and the headphone mix
for the producer.

Remote setups are de-
signed to be compact and
portable. ESPN Radio has
made no exception to this
rule. All the remote equip-
ment fits into four cases.
Coverage of the All -Star
Game requires the same
equipment complement as
any baseball or basketball

An add tional compact muer was used for the Game Night
portions of the broac cast. Its shown here setup in the lot across
the street from Fenway Part.

remote. with the exception of a few additional pieces for
the Gala and the live show. After six months of planning
for this three-hour event, the equipment is packed up and
the network begins preparing for the next game, just like
the players themselves.

Thanks to Bob Sagendorf, operations manager, John Martin, execu-
tive producer, NBA, MLB, Bowl Championship Series, and Al
Rosenberg, remote engineer at ESPN for their help in preparing this
article. Except as indicated, photos by Brian Snyder, Cambridge, MA.
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FM orteo's
Fundamentals

By John Battison, P.E.,
techlical editor, RF

The antenna series moves to the FM band to cover
transmission and propagation characteristics as well

as some of the differences between AM and FM.
This is the seventh in a series of nine articles on basic broadcast antennas.

So far, this series has discussed
AM operation. This installment
presents matters concerning FM

transmission and propagation charac-
teristics as well as AM/FM differences.
Methods of FM signal generation will
not be discussed; the topic is thorough-
ly covered in the general transmitter
literature. We are concerned instead
with handling the signal on its way to
the listener and with finding the best
way to get it there.

FM characteristics
1 Ile FM broadcast band extends from

88.1MHz to 107.9MHz and is divided
into 100 channels, each of which is
200kHz wide. The minimum spacing
between channels in a given market is
800kHz, or four channels. The actual
operating bandwidth was originally
±75kHz for 100 -percent modulation,
with a guard band of 25kHz on each
side. A number of years ago, when the
use of Subsidiary Carrier Authoriza-
tions (SCA) became popular, the FCC
raised the permissible swing to
±82.5kHz, or 110 -percent modulation.

In AM operation, we are accus-
tomed to equipment that operates
with wavelengths measured in hun-
dreds of meters. A middle of the
dial AM frequency of 1000kHz trans-
lates to a wavelength of 300 meters,
or about 990 feet. An FM middle of
the band wavelength would be

about 3 meters, or 10 feet.
A half -wave antenna (tower) in AM

would be about 485 feet. In FM, it
would be about 5 feet to 6 feet - about
the height of the average person. That's
one reason why the non -ionizing radi-
ation rules are tough-
er in FM, because a
human a half wave-
length tall may tend
to resonate strongly
in an FM field.

In AM, the empha-
sis is more on high -
ground conductivi-
ty than height above
ground, provided
the required mini-
mum efficiency is

obtained. This is true
for a single tower
about one -quarter
wavelength tall or
an antenna system
comprised of a col-
lection of towers.
The modern FM
antenna with radiat-
ing elements of per-
haps one -quarter
wavelength long will be mounted on
a non -radiating tower several hun-
dred feet high. Instead of several tall
vertical towers, an FM directional an-
tenna will merely be a collection of
several individual FM antennas mount-

ed on top of a single, tall tower.
In AM, where quarter wavelengths

are quite long, an error of a foot or two
rarely makes a tremendous difference.
In FM, an extra few inches can wreak
havoc with antenna tuning, VSWR and

A higher frequency means a smaller wavelength. Because of this. an FM
antenna can be only a few feet long instead of several hundred feet. like
an AM radiator. (Photo courtesy of Propagation Systems Inc.)

radiated power, and may cause many
other operating problems.

Propagation
In AM, the RF energy leaves the

antenna vertically polarized. This
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ANTENNAS
polarization was selected because it
was determined that this form of
radiation usually produces the great-
est distance to the desired service
contours. The AM signal is influ-
enced by the conductivity of the
ground over which it passes. In

vegetation close to the antenna.
In FM, there is effectively no ground

wave. We rely on line of sight trans-
mission for efficient operation. Thus,
we seek antenna height above
ground to ensure the best signal
delivery possible. The FM signal can

Station Main City Mountai

iriuiiiaaili ieSuitS ifuif a siagie the saiiie Jiyii411 it urn IWO or inure soufces. i lie direct signal
is usually the strongest.

general, the moister the ground, the
farther the signal travels before being
greatly attenuated. Thus, the ground
wave is used in AM. In general,
vegetation does not have too severe
an effect on coverage, unless it is
very close to the antenna and power
is wasted heating trees and other

be heavily attenuated by trees and
the growth of vegetation in the sig-
nal's path, especially in the area ad-
jacent to the transmitting antenna.

The FCC originally specified hori-
zontal polarization for FM. This ap-
pears to have better rejection of au-
tomobile ignition interference, which

incidentally is often located in the
7MHz region. About 30 years ago, a
number of FM antenna manufacturers
experimented with circular polariza-
tion (CP) and perceived several ben-
efits from its use. The FCC then changed
the Rules to allow either horizontal or

circular polarization.
The commission allows

equal horizontal and vertical
powers in a CP operation.
The vertical power may nev-
er exceed the horizontal but
may be any ratio up to that
point. The use of CP does not
increase the ERP, and all con-
tour calculations are made
using the horizontal power
only. Remember that the ver-
tical and horizontal signals

do not occur at the same time at the
point of reception. That is why CP

does not increase coverage contours
but merely increases power density
at a given point. It is important to
remember that, when calculating the
effects of non -ionizing radiation for
FCC applications, the vertical and

For Online Product Information
For you, the Internet is a tool, not a toy. You don't have time to fill out
cards, send it out via snail mail and then wait and wait and wait. But
what else can you do?

Now get your inquiries answered faster with BE Radio's NEW online
reader service "cards." Your request is automatically e -mailed to the
companies who have the product, or you can link directly to Web sites
for the service information you need.

To www.beradio.com
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ANTENNAS
horizontal power have to be added together when using
the tables.

The use of CP provides other advantages as well. Or.k.
is increased power density in a reception area. Another
covers automobile antennas: Some are vertical, some are
horizontal, and some combine both polarizations. The
same goes for home listeners whose receivers use the
power cord as an antenna. Regardless of the orientation
of the power cord, some sections will be more or less
lined up with the arriving signals. This provides better
signal penetration.

When CP was first touted for television, one of the
improvements cited was better reception in mountainous
regions and in areas with tall buildings. The arriving

signals supposedly are
easier to select. Because
the visual distortion
problems trouble TV
viewers' eyes far more
than aberrations in FM
trouble listeners' ears
(aural anomalies are far
less noticeable), CP ap-
pears to show less effect
in easily observed FM
improvements. Never-
theless, CP for FM is the
norm today, and vertical

FM polarization alone is now usually found only in
educational FM stations with channel 6 TV interference
problems. Here it usually gives a 6dB improvement in
interference rejection.

Air is an excellent dielectric; one might expect little loss
in a normal path. Yet, the fact that the wavelength is short
can cause path characteristics to have strong effects on FM
signals. Apart from regular attenuation caused by signal
absorption, the very high frequency FM signal tends to be

affected by optical laws that can introduce unwanted and
unexpected reflections, resulting in signal cancellation
and other out -of -phase effects.

Reflection of FM signals can be useful or can almost ruin
a transmission. Probably the greatest problem is multi -
path. Multipath results when several objects cause reflec-
tions that produce signals with varying phase and ampli-
tude at a receiving antenna. This effect can stem from an
improperly located antenna that leads to reflections from
a cliff face or buildings. The result is weak or distorted
signals at a given receiver location.
Multipath is often noticed in moving car radios when a

signal is heard as a series of short bursts. The effect is that
of running a stick along a picket fence. For this reason, the
phenomenon is usually called picket fencing. Multipath is
caused by the arrival of in and out of phase signals that add
and subtract from the perceived signal. Rarely, a similar
effect may be found quite close to an FM antenna. In this
case, however, the effect is caused by numerous nulls that
can exist near an FM antenna. Careful antenna design and
mounting usually take care of the problem.

The FM signal can be
heavily attenuated

by trees and the
growth of vegetation
in the signal's path,

especially in the area
adjacent to the

transmitting
antenna.

Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from 1 Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RE TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial©apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.coli A

OMEN
VISA
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SOLID STATE, FM BROADCAST

POWER AMPLIFIERS

It

MIMI III

FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 3KW.
MODULES FROM IOW TO 700W

RSilicon ValleyPOWER
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Call 408-986-9700 Fax 408-986-1438
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ANTENNAS
On the other hand, another effect

refraction, can sometimes assist FM
reception by bending an FM signal
over or around an obstruction. An
effect known as knife-edge diffrac-
tion propagation often occurs when
an FM signal passes over a steeply
sloped obstruction with what is ef-
fectively an edge at the top (i.e., a
very sharp mountain peak). This ef-
fect is produced by a slowing down,
almost a crowding, of the signal as it
passes over the knife's edge. This

Co pleto
Solution...
for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time

DATA LI N
with modem and voice support

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: www. elecassoc. corn
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slightly changes the direction
of travel in a downward direc-
tion. The result is a signal that
seems to bend at that point and
angle down on the other side of
the mountain, thus providing
service to an apparently shad-
owed location. This effect is

often employed to provide FM
service in the western part of
the U.S. that, according to the
Rules, cannot be covered.

Height is the most important
consideration when locating an
FM antenna. The antenna'
height above ground is not as
important as its height above
average terrain (HAAT). The FCC
Rules specify that HAAT is calcu-
lated by drawing at least eight
radials for a distance of 10 miles
from the transmitter site. The
Rules cover the operation, but it is

important to remember that only the
distance from 2 miles to 10 miles is
averaged to obtain the average eleva-
tion of the radial. The radial averages
are then added and again averaged for
the overall average elevation.

The final operating height used for
calculation is the height of the an-
tenna above the average terrain.
There is a weakness in the rules
because, quite often, the terrain
between the 2 -mile and 10 -mile
points is not representative of the
terrain much farther out. The Rules
take care of this problem by provid-
ing a terrain roughness factor to
account for unusual terrain.

One of the problems associated
./ with FM antennas is that the signal is

Innovative solutions...

Con/Air Switcher
. '   IL I/I .  1

Your new digital transmitting equipment
sounds great! There's no arguing about that.
But your jocks can't stand the delay they hear
in the monitor when they go live. And let's
face it, you're getting pretty tired of hearing the
complaints. The CAS -1 Con/Air Switcher can
solve both of these problems.

Got digital gear? You need a Con/Air Switcher

4, Sine Systems n,

615  228  3500 (vox)
615  227  2367 (fax)
615  227  2393 (fo.c1)
wwvv.oinesystems.corn

Byak...,,tj ...
radiated beam is narrowed and provides in-
creased power gain. (Photo courtesy of Antenna
Concepts.)

radiated in a beam, like a search-
light. A single FM antenna (one bay)
has a radiation pattern that is broad
vertically and horizontally. As the
antennas increase in number, they
are stacked one above the other, the
vertical dimension of the beam de-
creases, and the amount of power
radiated equally around the antenna
(assuming that the antenna is not
directional) increases. This is the
secret of FM antenna power gain.

Unlike AM antennas, power gain in
FM antennas comes from narrowing
the radiated beam. This leads to a
number of problems. Next month, we
will examine methods of increasing
power gain and their effect on anten-
na performance and coverage.

This is the seventh in a series of nine
articles on basic broadcast antennas.
Upcoming installments will appear
monthly in BE Radio through 1999.
Once all the installments are published,
the series will be available for pur-
chase as a single document. For infor-
mation regarding bulk orders of this
series in quantities of 500 or more.
contact Jenny Eisele at 913-967-1966.

E-mail John at: batcom bright. net.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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ffordable Custom
roatast Furniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

TEL: 610-640-122

32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

0-29
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studio0;hnology.ann

-3402
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[COMMERCIAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS
PA' RIO.

 VSAT-Offset Antennas

Ku and KA Band 0

Ballast Roof Mounts

Pole Mounts

Wall Mourts

Cost effedive

antenna systems

-Superior iurface

accuracy

-Superior corrosion

resistance

-Galvanized Mounts

-Powder Coated Reflectors

60 crti

76 cm

1.0 meter

Single Polarity Feeds

Duol Polarity Feeds

Transmit/Receive

Receive Only

LFIBFs

1.2 meters

1.8 meters Easy, one -

poison installation

Contact us via email

sepatriat@voyagernef

Safeifite E (port & Engineering
1007 Industrial Avenue, Albion, Michigan 49224 USA

Phone: 517-629-5990 or 800-470-3510 Fax: 517-629-6690

www.sepatnot.com
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Switcher tools Designed by broadcast engineers tor broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers offer excellent
sonic quality, removable I/O connections. contact closures and serial remote control capabilities
and flexible mounting accessories.

SS 12.4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12
stereo inputs and 4 stereo outputs.

10X1

Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8 stereo
inputs, 2 stereo plus 2 mono outputs.

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital
inputs to split outputs.

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8 stereo inputs,

2 stereo and 2 mono outputs

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6 stereo inputs
and one stereo output, or vice -versa.

3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3 stereo inputs
and 2 stereo outputs.

Check out our web site for

product information. list pricing

and a list of distributors!

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools com

SS 3.1

Passive :switching/routing with 3 stereo inpu:s
aid one stereo output or vice -versa.

SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2 composite
audio, video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2 com-
posite audio, video, or AES/EBU outputs. or
v ce-versa.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo
inputs to one stereo output or vice -versa.

Voice: 360 . 428 .6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools 7.4
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ments.

Products
Compact amplifier
Hafler Professional
P1000 Trans-ana: De-
signed for broadcast studio
monitoring, recording or
critical listening, head-
phone -system amplifica-
tion, surround -sound ap-
plications, paging systems,
balanced or unbalanced use
and 115V/230V require -

Circuitry is based on TRANSconductance Active Nodal Amplifier
topology, which operates the output stage with full voltage gain, allowing the
input stage to operate from a low -voltage regulated supply. Signal is then
increased to the high -voltage section by the driver stage.

888-HAFLER1; fax 602-894-1528; www.haffer.com
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MPEG tapeless recorder
You/Com Audi ocommunicatie
ReporterMate MTR/64x: Enables a reporter to move from one location to
another while sending news directly to the studio. Transmits the news with
the touch of a button after the
reporter connects the mo-
bile phone to the Re-
porterMate and calls
the studio. The stan-
dard FTP protocol im-
plemented in the unit has a built-
in error -check mechanism that guarantees
the contribution reaches the studio at the highest
quality. In an emergency, the audio can be played out live via a special
connection to a mobile phone that allows a complete four -wire connection
to be made with the studio. Can be used for playing reports over ISDN, POTS,
Internet or satellite networks.

+31 15 262 5955; fax +31 15 257 1595; mmeuleneyoucom.n1; www.youcom.n1
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Composite processor
Solid Electronic Labs
Model DCP-1A: Performs the func-
tions of instantaneous limiting and
composite low-pass filtering in a sin-
gle structure, thereby permitting max-
imum loudness, filter overshoot con-
trol and dynamic range. The design
employs an active linear amplifier as
the limiting device; its filter structure
is configured in two separate sec-
tions, each with its own overshoot
compensation circuit. Front -panel
LED indicators allow direct indica-
tion of clipping level, input level and
overshoot compensator threshold
levels.

610-353-9449; fax 610-356-8449
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Orecast concrete buildings
EASI-SET

EAST -SET buildings: Provide a se-
cure, durable and watertight environ-
ment for equipment. Install in hours
allowing for the installation of new
equipment and transfer of service
without downtime for the customer.
Creates a virtually bulletproof unit for
sensitive electrical controls, mainte-
nance equipment storage, communi-
cations and mechanical housing. The
units meet UL752 level 4 bullet resis-
tance. The design withstands Zone 4
seismic and a minimum wind load of
130mph. The roof and floor are spe-
cially post -tensioned, making the de-
sign impact -resistant and impervious
to moisture penetration.

800-547-4045: fax 540-439-1232
easiset@mnsinc.com; www.easi set.com
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Antenna deicing system
Environmental Technology
Safe Heat: Accommodates
most satellite antennas up
to 10m apertures, includ-
ing feed components and
subreflectors. Systems in-
clude all heaters, electrical
controls, a Snow Switch au-
tomatic controller and in-
terconnecting wiring. Avail-
able power densities vary
from 40W per square foot

to 140W for anti -icing. Systems operate from 100V single-phase to 480V three-
phase, depending upon antenna aperture size and customer preference. The
heaters are CSA-certified and NRTI.-recognized.

219-233-1202; fax 219-233-2152
helpdesk iiPnetworketi.com; www.networketi.com
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Digital console
Soundcraft Electronics

RM1d: Operators familiar with an
analog desk will be able to use the
unit without a learning curve. Avail-
able in two frame sizes, a six -fader
model and a 12 -fader -plus -script -tray
frame. A 12 -fader input extender side-
car is available, enabling varying
numbers and different physical lay-
outs to be accommodated. A pool of
digital and analog inputs is provid-
ed, which can be assigned to any
fader.

615-399-2199; fax 615-367-9048
www.soundcraft.com
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Desk systems
Middle Atlar tic Furniture
Edit Center Desk: Adaptable design
can be quickly configured to suit a
diverse range of preferences. Of-
fered with a choice of two attractive
high-pressure laminate tops (cherry
or graphite), the systems combine
the aesthetics of custom furniture
with the convenience of configured

system ordering and quick shipping
from stock. The central desk measures
60 or 84 inches wide and includes an
overbridge in one of two styles, either
with equipment bays underneath or
with an open span between the sup-
ports. Pivoting speaker platforms are
supplied with both overbridge mod-
els. A built-in cable -management sys-
tem accommodates the company's
power strips.

973-839-1011; fax 973-839-1976
www.mlddleatlantic.com
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DAB transmitter
ITELCO USA Inc
DAB L -Band Transmitter: A complete series of
DAB transmitters for the L -Band up to 800W RMS
output power. Power amplifier modules use
high gain (GaAs) FET technology for the driver
stage and final amplifiers in Class AB (BIT
devices) to ensure high linearity and efficiency,
the 50W transmitter is available with final ampli-
fiers in Class A operation. Itelco power amplifier
modules require no tuning and are self -protect-
ed against RF input overdrive, overcurrent, max-
imum VSWR, overtemperature and internal ov-
ervoltage. Every module has its own power
supply (AC/DC converter) and can be operated
stand-alone.

303-464-8000; fax 303-464-8770; itelco.sales@krenet.it www.itelco-usa.com
Circle (250) on Free Info Card

tion provides detailed, clear sound,
variable capacitors in the product's frb
station frequencies. Drift is eliminated
cessor in the tuning section. Employs
a low -impedance output circuit that
enables high -quality signal transfer
to the amplifier and ensures an open,
transparent sound with minimal dis-
tortion in the high frequency range.
The low -impedance output circuit
also protects the signal from external-
ly induced noise to further improve
the sound quality. RDS services can
be read on the tuners display at up to
13 characters at one time.

973-575-7810; fax 973-396-7459
www.del.denon.com
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CD recorder/player
HHB Communications
CDR850: Now available in a PLUS
version for use with systems in all -
digital applications. The addition of a
word -clock input enables the unit to
be locked to a master -clock source
during playback. A set of dip sv,iich-
es on the rear panel enables the unit
to reference its master -clock source
not only via the word -clock input but
also via its AES/EBU digital input, the
coaxial and optical SPDIF digital in-
puts. or its own internal clock.
+44 181-962-5000; fax +44(0)181.962-5050

saies@hhbusa.com; www.hhb.co.uk
Circle (255) on Free Into Card
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AM/FMstereo tuner
Denon Electronics
TU-150ORDP: High-
ly sensitive recep-

even in crowded areas. Four -stage
nt-end guarantee accurate tuning of
via use of a large -capacity rnicropro-

ComStudy V1.50

Y

.-..Z.- wr-'1

RadioSoft ComStudy V1.50, shows a
Most Likely Server map of 8 FM's. It is
the hottest, most advanced software ever
created for Broadcast and Land Mobile
applications.

PRICED RIGHT! "UPGRADES" FOR
ANY SOFTWARE USERS!

Call now for demo or information
RadioSoft. 888-RADI 3-95.

109 W. Knapp Ave.. Edgewater. Florida 32132

Seeing is Believing!
Email: pmoncure@america.com
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Business/ People
Business
Harris and Pacific Research & Engineering have

jointly announced the signing of a definitive agreement
for Harris to acquire PR&E through a cash tender offer that
values PR&E at approximately $9.5 million, including the
assumption of debt. The boards of directors for both
companies have unanimously approved the transaction.

research and development

Andrew announc-
es that it has added
manufacturing ca-
pacity at its new Glo-
bal Broadcast Head-
quarters in Tinley
Park, IL. The 36,000
Square -foot facility
houses administra-
tive, production and

facilities for Andrew range
transmission line and antenna products for global broad-
cast markets.

RDA Systems has been named a Klotz Qualified
Systems Integrator by Klotz Digital Audio. RDA Systems
has successfully implemented radio upgrade and consol-
idation projects of all sizes across the U.S. RDA has been
factory trained and authorized to specify, install and set
up Klotz digital audio systems.

Wheatstone reports a record number of sales, covering
a wide range of console sizes, needs and models.
Purchasers of Wheatstone consoles include CBS -owned
KLRA in Los Angeles, which is on -air with an A-6000;
KMPS, the CBS station in Seattle, which has two A -6000s

DAB UPDATE
USA Digital Radio and Kenwood Corporation have signed

a joint technology and marketing agreement. Under the
agreement, the companies will further the implementation of
In -Band On -Channel digital audio broadcasting. The privately
held companies will work together to develop, test and
promote IBOC DAB receivers for consumers, including devel-
oping coordinated strategies for the market launch of IBOC
technology and associated Kenwood products.

Ford Motor Company and CD Radio have announced an
alliance to bring digital satellite radio to Ford customers. Ford's
partnership with CD Radio will bring Ford customers a
entertainment service that will include commercial -free music
and seamless, coast -to -coast U.S. coverage. The exclusive
agreement includes all Ford brands. The company plans to
begin installing CD Radio receivers as early as first quarter 2001.

on -air as well as three A -300s and three Audioarts
Engineering R -60s; and WBBF, in Rochester, NY, which
has ordered two A-5000 consoles.

Klotz Audio Interface Systems GmbH has announced
its cooperation with the TAG Technical Audio Group
from Sydney, Australia, as a Pro Partner for the Australian
broadcast, television, studio and event -technology mar-
ket. TAG is one of Australia's leading full -line suppliers of
professional audio equipment, specializing in concert
touring, installed sound reinforcement, studio and broad-
cast markets.

Wall Street Communications, a marketing communi-
cations agency specializing in video and broadcast equip-
ment and electronic components accounts, today an-
nounced that it has opened an Asia/Pacific headquarters
office in Singapore, the first location for the agency
outside the U.S.

People
Prophet Systems Innovations has announced the addi-

tion of Ross Flaven to its professional staff. Flaven will
be working on all levels of documentation for NexGen
products, including installation and maintenance manu-
als.

Travis Harris, formerly domestic sales assistant for
Broadcast Electronics, has been promoted to senior
account manager for the Mid -Atlantic region. Harris will
be responsible for sales in the states of Ohio, Kentucky,
Virginia and West Virginia.

Also at Broadcast Electronics, Gill Rudolph has been
hired in the its studio systems customer service depart-
ment. The addition of Rudolph to the department is part
of the company's effort to continually anticipate the
needs of its growing customer base.
Theron Hayse has joined Broadcast Electronics as

senior account manager. In this capacity, Hayse will be
responsible for sales in the South Central region, which
includes the states of Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Mis-
souri, Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico.

ewsRead 3
1161.  N/WEB1lewsroom'Sy§tem
Now Connecting Jacor Coast to Coast

w.WireReady.c
a
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Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

 Superior Engineering
 Multistation Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 Coax

_r

FM 8. TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!

P.O.Eiox 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273

1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

Circle (156) on Free Info Card
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FOR THAT SLEEK LOOK!

Submount Your Pacemaker Series

Audio Console

AUTOGRAM CORPORATION
1500 Capital Avenue Plano, TX 75074

(800) 327-6901  Fax: (972) 423-6334
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"Remember that time is money."
- Benjamin Franklin

When you
must, must

have
precision

timing

When you require the best, most
accurate in precision timing
look only to ESE. Designed for

"Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks &
Accessories have been the industry standard
for over 27 years.

Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency accuracy - all ESE Master
Clocks can drive digital or analog slave
clocks, as well as interface with video and/or
computer based systems. Call for more
details.

142 Sierra Street  El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Phone: (310) 322-2136  Fax: 310.322.8127

www.ese-web.com
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longle)-Rice mer 3-11 ferrarn

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, TIREM, FTP, FCC & other
models using polygon map features.
Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
.econd terrain datehases...and more'

oft
Itee,A11JklerAtilfliPli

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com
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The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

endless combinations ...
precision quality ...
attractive design ...

and on SALE!!!!

IPS
Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave, Loveland CO 80538
Phone: 97016634123 Fax: 970-663-6338

Email: Ms@ maiLomn.com Weblike: vnywomn.comiats
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The CircuitWerkes AC -12
Telephone Autocoupler Bay

7717777771:177:777

Getup to 12 couplers in a neat, compactchasis
 Auto answer & disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.
> Individually card selectable

buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
'0' The aux. audio jack is ideal

for multiple IFB feeds. etc.
)0 Ring counter answers on

user set ring number.
Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.

 Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
LED indicators for ring.

clipping. power & online.
Check out our Internet web
site for more info and
technical manuals
n nmmnnm

Cw
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The AC -12 rack -mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate a wall or cabinet
full of yesterday's couplers.
Our unique dual audio
busses eliminate the tedious
and messy wiring associated
with mass feeds. Each card
can also individually either
send or recieve telco audio,
making it perfectfor IFBs, etc.
Best of all, a loaded AC -12

lists for about S200 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW VI Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352)335-6555 / fax 380-0230
http://www.circuitwerkes.com

THE ANTENNA IS DH!
THE PRICE IS RICH!!.
WHAT MOR 77 COULD

YOU ASK FOR?

I

*sick Delivery!
Easy Assembly'

Delivered Right To The Job Sited
Cal Now!

*Satellite)
600 Nxth Marquette Rd

P!-airie iu Chien, W 538:21
1-800-627-9443

Fax: 608-326-4233
Internet des gri-o'nerS comldhsat html. on
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b"Great Article!
Can we get copies for our
clients and sales forcer -

or an inte.-esting column.
take advantage of this
unique opportunity
to promote your
business and
products through
reprints -available
from this magazine.
Reprints are great
promotional pieces
and make excellent
marketing tools... all
at a minimal cost. Available in full -color or black
and white, reprints can be chta ned from any isisue.

Whether it is an article, ad. Ir
SF

To turn this news benefit into one of
your most powerful marketing tools,

call fern)' Eisele tothiy ut 9/3-96.7-L:56
oriiix 913-96 7-190()
or e-mail jenny eisek@interlec.coin
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 Systems
 Controllers
 Flashing Beacons
 Steady Burning

Obstruction Lights

 Replacement Parts
 Repair

Services
 All Major

Manufacturers

P.O. Box 41875
Nashville, TN 37204
Phone: (615) 356-8416
Fax: (615) 356-8182
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Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
FOR INFORMATION & THE LATEST PRICES,

VISIT OUR WEBSITE-www.trcorp.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@trcotp.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufactures. Let us send you a customized quote'

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K

2.5 KW FM 1974 Harris FM 2.5H3
2.5 KW FM 1984 Continental 814RI
2.5 KW FM 1976 Collins 831 D
3 KW FM 1975 CSI FM 3000E
3.5 KW FM 1986 Harris 3.5K

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW

10 KW
10 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

FM
FM

1988
1983
1980
1982
1967

1967
1962

Harris FM 5K1
Harris FM 5K
Harris FM 5K
Continental 816R1
Collins 830E
Collins 830FI
RCA BTF IOD

25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K
25 KW FM 1981 Harris FM 25K

I KW AM 1979 Harris MWIA
ZW 5 KW AM 1980 CSI T -5-A
4A 10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW 10A

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C -I
" 50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW -50B

50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454.215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
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Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

l'hune 740-593-3150 GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty

2 minutes of digital audio storage
25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio out
for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg()gorman-redlich.com

*Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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Celebrate
Excellen

For ticket and
sponsorship information,

call (925) 939-6149.

Proceeds benefit
Hearing Is Priceless, H E A P.

audio scholarships and other
nonprofit organizations serving the

professional audio industry

Be part of professional audio's biggest

night! Join the top members of the

industry and honored guests in

celebration of the 15th Annual Technical

Excellence E. Creativity Awards.

Saturday, September 25, 1999

Marriott Marquis  New York City

Master of Ceremonies

Father Guido Sarducci

Special Award Honorees

Tom Dowd

C7

Sting

Celebrity presenters to be announced

Hall Of
Fame

Les Paul
Award

EXEgesis Technologies
Total Technology Management
Pro.ohng cost rfforfne soluffons for nrevorktng ,corr fa, In. Of gr.:,

WWI.  IN  III/I,  IAenal SafrIlar
IAN N AN  ISDN  From, aela, I 113Mr<roolne

Kevin McNamara
rrrsakni

iioo, W 1105 1011
full Fitt Ml W14174

10I 1165 .122

exeoseoksemodoca.com

RUSS

BERG ER

DESIGN

GROUP

INC

INDEPENDENT CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN:

RECORDING & BROADCAST FACILITY

DESIGN & PLANNING.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.

NOISE & VIBRATION CONTROL,

& TECHNICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

Sao!

040T,

TEXAS

75001

972/661,5222

FAA

972/9343935

VIF
IDLERS

HOLD DOWN KNOBS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

Your Best Source for
FCC Rules!

Pike & Fischer, Inc.
vailable in loose-leaf print.

and CD-ROM.
Call 800-255-8131.

Rules
covered:

1, 11,
17, 25,
26, 27,
73, 74,
79, 101

Promote your company
and products!

Advertise in BE Radio's
Classifieds!

Call Brian Huber at
1-800-896-9939

ANALOG
AMPEX &

SCULLY PARTS
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646 FAX (408) 363-0957

JOHN H. BATTLSON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD '1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave
Peoria. 11101°6 61604

(309) 673-7511
FAX (309) 673-8128

Member AFCCE

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

 Ill ApIalla.111Ons and I mid Engineering

 Irma -no Searches and li.1.1111.1iNWI
114 FM (AT',' III% ll'IV

 IN% Tem ILL am' 1 Wirt,. Ili (
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

mall onfoceowleng coin 1-800-797-1338 Fax (612'185-4631
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Advertiser Index
Page

Number

RraJcr

sers
Number

Advertiser
11odine

Page
Number

Reader
Service Advertiser
Number Ilodine

Advanced Furniture Systems 72 161 970-663-4123 IT L 73 163 615-356-8416

AETA Audio Corporation 2 121 973-659-0555 J K Audio 20 120 800-JKA-UDIO

AKG Acoustics 25 108 615-360-0499 Kintronic Labs Inc. 20 119 423-878-3141

Armstrong Transmitters 58 134 315-673-1269 Logitek 13 105 800-231-5870

Audio Broadcast Group 48 131 800-999-9281 Mager Systems 46 129 602-780-0045

Audio Processing Tech 16 107 +1-232-371110 Maycom Automation Systems 47 133 +31-481-377740

Autogram Corporation 71 157 800-327-6901 MediaFORM 36 140 800-220-1215

Broadcast Electronics 5 109 217-224-9600 Mediatouch 32 136 204-786-3994

Broadcast Electronics 39 126 217-224-9600 Musicam 37 141 732-739-5600

Broadcast Software Intl 30 125 888-BSI-USA1 NAGRA USA 34 138 615-'26-5191

Broadcast Technology 57 133 719-336-3902 Neumann 9 112 860-434-5220

Broadcast Tools 67 155 360-428-6099 Neutrik USA 31 135 732-901-9488

Circuit Research Labs 21 101 800-535-7648 NPR Satellite Services 15 106 202-414-2620

Circuitwerkes 72 162 352-335-6555 OMB America 49 142 305-477-0974

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc. 65 148 800 -COAXIAL Prime Image Inc 17 117 408-867-6519

Comrex Corp. 7 110 800-237-1776 Prophet Systems Inc. 23 122 800-658-4403

Comrex Corp 27 123 800-237-1776 Radio Soft 69 152 888-RADI095

Continental Electronics 33 137 214-381-7161 Satellite Export 67 154 800-170-3510

Crown Broadcast 51 144 800-294-8050 Scott Studios 35 139 800-726-8877

Custom Business Sys. Inc. 77 102 800-547-3930 Shively Labs 71 156 207-647-3327
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Last Byte

Digital maintenance
By Skip Pizzi, executive editor

you might' have thought that maintenance of radio
stations would remain unchanged in the transition
from analog to digital facilities. Someone will always

be needed to keep mission -critical, 24/7 broadcast systems
running, right? While this is true, the nature of the work.
as it turns out, is dramatically different from
that required at analog stations.

First, there has been a shift in the need for
routine maintenance. With no tape decks, can
machines or turntables to mechanically and
electronically align, hours of regular preven-
tive maintenance (and its associated studio downtime) are

largely a thing of the past. This
may mean a reduction in shop
personnel time. Modem transmit-
ter equipment has also become
extremely stable and includes sub-

stantial automatic and remote con-
trollability, further reducing over-
all staff time in this area.

In contrast, the radio station has
never been more vulnerable to a
complete shutdown due to equip-
ment failure at its studios. A com-
puter -networked operation can

Ix: brought to its knees by a single, strategically placed bug.
This can render a station - or a group of stations in a co -
located, consolidated facility - silent, while their transmit-
ters dutifully continue to fill their channels with dead air.
Thus, while the need for routine maintenance has

declined, its need for staff to respond to urgent needs has
increased. This is a difficult situation to accommodate, but
many stations are beginning to tackle it strategically.

these staff positions during peak periods.
There is potential for great synergy between these two

staff positions, with each learning more from the other
over time. Unfortunately, the markets for these positions
vary significantly. The RF maintenance position is relative-

ly stable in a mature
and contained mar-
ket, while the com-
puter support indus-
try is broad and is
currently experienc-

ing explosive growth. Competition for media -oriented,
computer -support managers extends beyond the radio
industry, to companies large and small, local and national.
Finding such a person and keeping him or her on the radio-

station payroll is therefore quite a challenge.
In smaller markets, all maintenance may already be

delegated to contractors. Here, the likely solutions involve
either making the operations manager into a computer -

savvy position or relying on contractors for computer
support. The latter is risky, particularly given the worst-
case crash scenario noted above, but may work well in
certain cases. Because computer skills have become
essential in the radio industry, many broadcast mainte-
nance contractors are increasingly adding a specialization
in computers to their repertoires.

The radio station has never -11
been more vulnerable to a
complete shutdown due to

equipment failure at its studios.

Staff vs. contractors
(AIL picx.ess that has had some early success involved

both a division and combination of forces. Consider that
most RF elements of the radio station remain pure radio
technology, while studio equipment is leaning away from
the traditional audio environment and moving toward the
computer realm. Management of these components there-
fore continues to diverge in philosophy and style.

A basic premise of this approach is the delegation of RF
plant maintenance to contractors, allowing on -staff main-
tenance to be more computer -specific. In a sufficiently
large or consolidated facility, this separation comes in the
form of distinct positions for RF maintenance and comput-
er support. Contractors can be used for on -call support of

Growing pains
Focusing on RF and computer technologies may leave

the traditional audio elements of the studio lost in the
middle. Audio is, after all, the ultimate product of the radio
station, and someone needs to be concerned with it above
all other duties. In some cases, production managers can
handle this task, dealing with some issues themselves,
identifying and delegating others to other appropriate
specialists for repair or redesign. In other cases, the RF staff
or contractors can handle the responsibility adequately,
interfacing when necessary with the computer specialists.

Another contentious issue in larger operations is the
management structure for these revised maintenance du-
ties. One solution involves reinventing the engineering
department as a technology group led by the organization's
chief technology officer. Separate departments inside this
group will handle RF, audio and computer -based specialties.

Many solutions will be specific to each organization.
What's certain, though, is that staff and corporate structure
changes will be required to optimally maintain the com-
puter -based radio facility.
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Custom Business Systems Inc

800 547 3930
www.digita1universe.org

"It was simple
enough for even my
most computer -phobic
jocks to understand."

-Troy Richards at KCCS

KCCS had challenges to overcome. With their mixture of talk

and music, they needed a digital audio delivery system that

wouldn't be high maintenance. Something easy for their air

talent to handle. Ard it had to serve up a professional sound
in everything from their voice tracks to satellite material.

After looking at the available options, Operations Manager

Troy Richards chose Digital Universe.

"Digital Universe has been a wonderful addition

to KCCS and has resolved many, if not all, of the

conflicts we have faced in the past."

KCCS salespeople are auditioning

spots for clients right from their
desktop workstations. Production

staff are using sound files more

flexibly than ever, with the univer-
sal format of uncompressed audio.

"I want to personally thank you for making

my life easier and for building us a system that

brings us peace of mind. Thank you also for your

excellent customer service. That was your

greatest selling point."

Easy to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the

long haul - what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your
station? Call us today to find out more about how
broadcasters around the country are stepping into the

future with Digital Universe.
Circle (102) on Free Info Card



Everyone Wants to Own a Convertible.

Never mind what's under the hood...

So... How About a Convertible Radio Console?
Our New WHEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Order it from the factory

now as a topnotch ANALOG on -air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top -of -the -line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it to
be converted from analog to digital in the field!

Think of it: no new studio furniture, no rewiring-all
your existing studio connections simply replug. And while
we're at it, no re-training your staff either. A painless
switchover on your own timetable, right in your own facil-
ity! If you need a new radio console now but aren't quite
ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new
A-5000-you'll like what's under the hood!
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iM/heatrtone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive. New Bern, North Carolina 28562 (tel 252-638-7000/fa:: 252-637-1285/email: sales@wheatstone.com)
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